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What Future The Catholic Church in Scotland?
For years now, we’ve argued that the
Scottish Bishops appear not to believe the
truths of the Catholic Faith, and, sad to say,
the Cardinal O’Brien1 scandal is clear
evidence of the fact that when the faith
goes, the morals quickly follow.
When the scandal broke, we were invited
to comment in the media. We pointed out
that we’ve been warning for years that the
portrayal of the Scots Bishops as “Vatican
hardliners” is patently false.
The media pundits, of course, are only
interested in sex scandals but neglect of
episcopal duty and sexual deviancy are
linked.  When, for example, bishops permit
publications to be sold in churches and
bookshops promoting dissent from Catholic
teaching and God’s natural moral law;
when they permit speakers to use Catholic
premises to attack and undermine the
Faith; when they talk-up false religions and
schismatic “churches” while failing to
promote Catholicism, even in their own
pulpits and schools; when they encourage
attendance at ecumenical and inter-faith
services while discouraging the provision
of the Traditional Latin Mass, it seems
self-evident that they do not adhere to the
totality of Catholic doctrine.
Cardinal O’Brien’s  shaky grasp of Catholic
doctrine on the Real Presence (see
opposite) is clear evidence of weak faith,
but, so, too, are his public attacks on the
doctrinally based discipline of priestly
celibacy.
Is it, then, an exaggeration to claim that the
Scottish Bishops have lost the Catholic
Faith? Only if it’s an exaggeration to say:
How very wet this water is.2

So, what now? Are the Bishops going to
change their faithless ways? Unless they
do, I think we can safely bring down the
final curtain on the Catholic Church in
Scotland - the show’s not been a success,
so far. Maybe time to dish out the refunds.
Footnotes
1 See P. Mackin: The Fall & Fall of Cardinal O’Brien,  p.7
2 L. Frank Baum: The Wonderful Wizard of Oz

A group of readers handed out leaflets at the opening of the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland to correct false
hopes on intercommunion raised by Cardinal O’Brien a
couple of years ago…

“…And when I was at the very very beautiful Communion
Service this morning, it hurts me as much as it hurts you I
know, that I do not share in the Eucharist you offer. And
because of my own Church discipline at the same time
I bow, I pray. I pray for unity and then pass on the elements.
That hurts me as it hurts you, I know…

Editorial + Supplement, Issue No. 30, June, 2004.

Ed: “Church discipline? So, the question of the necessity of belief in the
Real Presence for admittance to Holy Communion is of no more
importance than, say, the (changeable) rules about fasting?

Council of Trent: "If anyone denies that in the venerable Sacrament of the
Eucharist the whole Christ is contained under each of the species and under
every portion of either species when it is divided up, let him be anathema."
                                                                                     (Session 13, can.3)
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Catholics should  beware
of using the term
‘Roman Catholic’,

not only because of its
dubious origins in
Anglican circles

intending to suggest that
there just might be some

other Catholic Church
around somewhere

besides the Roman one:
but also because it often

still is used today to
suggest that the Roman

Catholic Church is
something other and

lesser than the Catholic
Church of the creed

How Did the Catholic Church Get Her Name?
By Kenneth  D. Whitehead, p.5

Remember when we were called
‘The Labour Party’?  Some people
didn’t like that. Then we were
‘New Labour’, but some thought
that was too ‘Tory’.

We now have the answer…

We’re going to call ourselves

‘The Conservative Party’…
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Popular Pope: favourable press for new
pontiff as world takes Francis to its heart.

No one in their right mind would describe
Jorge Mario Bergoglio, S.J., as an
ecclesiastical Milton Friedman or a closet
free marketer. Plainly, he’s not. But Francis
does have two particular concerns with
regard to economic issues. One is the
naked materialism and consumerism that
disfigures so many peoples’ lives. No
Catholic is going to affirm people seeking
their salvation in the endless acquisition of
stuff. Francis’s asceticism is a clear
repudiation of that mindset.

Francis’s second concern regarding
economic issues is the materially poor.
Again, that’s precisely what you would
expect from any orthodox Catholic. As
Archbishop Charles Chaput of Philadelphia
(who’s no social liberal) once memorably
wrote: “Jesus tells us very clearly that if we
don’t help the poor, we’re going to go to
hell. Period.”

Over the centuries, however, Catholics
have actually disagreed among themselves
about how best to help the needy. Indeed,
the Church teaches that (1) these issues
fall largely into the area of what it calls
prudential judgment and (2) it is primarily
the responsibility of lay Catholics. No
Catholic can be a Communist. Nor can they
be an anarcho-capitalist. But there is a lot
of room between these extremes. (Pope
Francis: A Man Of The Left? Acton Institute,
20/3/13 www.acton.org )

It’s been fascinating to
see the favourable
media coverage of the
new Pope, from the
very beginning of his
pontificate. One top
Catholic commentator
seems surprised, if not
irritated, that any of us
are surprised by it:

Francis, is well liked by faithful and
non-faithful alike. Frankly, the comments
made by those who are concerned about
the fondness Bergoglio inspires even in
secular environments and contexts that
are usually seen as being distant from
the Church, appear out of place. It seems
as though one cannot be truly Catholic
without causing disagreements, disputes,
controversies and dislike.1

Presumably, then, Tornielli thinks Our Lord
got it wrong when he foretold: If you had
been of the world, the world would love its
own; but because you are not of the world,
but I have chosen you out of the world,
therefore the world hateth you. (John 15:19)

History reveals that Catholics have been
persecuted, not because they went looking
for disputes and controversies, but because
by its nature the Catholic Faith is in conflict
with worldly values. We cannot, Christ
warned, serve two masters (cf Matt 6:24)

It is, in fact, the Pope’s rejection of the
trappings of his high office in favour of a
more “simple” life which has brought
plaudits in abundance from the most
unexpected sources. Smacks a bit of “the
Church’s critics were right all along; the
Vatican treasures should be sold and the
money given to the poor.”

Was Judas right, then, to argue that the
expensive jar of ointment poured over
Jesus’ feet by the woman in the Gospel
account should have been sold and the
money given to the poor? (John 12:5)

Traditionally, the response of Our Lord to
Judas’s charge (“the poor you have with
you always, but Me you have not always”)
has been interpreted to explain the
importance of giving glory to God through
tangible material signs. Pope Francis
appears to reject the notion that God

deserves the best of everything in both the
material and spiritual sphere and he has
shown scant regard for the symbolism of
the “trappings” associated with the papal
office. Here’s one journalist’s enthusiastic
observations:
We already know Francis has a refreshing
disdain for the trappings of office –
preferring the bus to the papal limousine
and rejecting the red kangaroo-leather
shoes which were specially handmade for
his predecessor Benedict XVI (also a fan
of Gucci glasses) in favour of a pair of
scuffed black lace-ups.2

Well, those “red kangaroo-leather shoes”
signify martyrdom and have been worn by
popes for centuries.
The early signals, then, provide some
cause for concern. But we are thrilled to
learn, as we go to press the wonderful
news  that Pope Francis is to consecrate
his pontificate to Our Lady of Fatima on her
Feast, 13th May. This is a most welcome
sign of hope for the future. We should pray
hard for our new Pope - very hard: Our
Lady of Fatima, pray for him!

For further commentary on the new papacy
to date, see Pope Francis - Flawed
Humility? by Martin Blackshaw on p.16…

Footnotes
1 Andrea Tornielli: Bergoglio, Ratzinger and urban myths
Vatican Insider, 22/3/13
2 Elizabeth Sanderson:A double thumbs-up and a standing
ovation, Pope Francis's press conference was more like the
X Factor, Daily Mail, 17/3/13

Editor

http://www.acton.org/pub/commentary/2013/03/20/pope-francis-man-left
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Missing! Keeping the
Faith

A Guide For A New
Generation…

Gerald Warner
Leading Scots Journalist

Plus
Supporting speakers

drawn from
Catholic Truth columnists

and bloggers,
at home and abroad…

Celtic Park
Kerrydale Suite

(own entrance and free car park)

On Saturday, 8th June, 2013

Registration/Coffee/Rosary
9 - 9.45 am

Kick-off: 10.a.m.

Tickets £10 *
(soup & sandwiches lunch

available to purchase for an
additional £6 on the day)

* £25 if you wish to include
booking for dinner after

the conference
note: ticket & dinner booking

must be made prior to the
conference

Please make cheques payable to
Catholic Truth

10 Sandyford Place,
Glasgow, G3 7NB

Tickets & directions
will be sent on receipt of booking

(plus information about inexpensive hotel
accommodation for those travelling a

distance to Glasgow)

We hope to have Holy Mass at end of
Conference, prior to dinner

Vanished Without Trace

Be part of this important

landmark conference…

BOOK NOW
Headmaster

I wonder who stole the Catholic Faith from us?
We need answers to questions. For example,
can we get to Heaven without the Church? How
can we know right from wrong? Why are Scot-
tish Bishops behaving badly? Is Catholic Truth
right to say they don’t believe everything the
Church  teaches any more?  I’m going to book a
ticket for the CT Conference. Time I learned a
thing or two - why don’t YOU come with me?
Everyone’s welcome!

True Catholic Faith and Morals

Me? Sorry, too
busy. Anyway, I
know all the
answers. I went to
a Catholic school
and now I’m in
charge of running
St Ecumania’s …
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How Did the Catholic Church Get Her Name?
Kenneth D. Whitehead

The Creed which we recite on Sundays
and holy days speaks of one, holy,
catholic and apostolic Church. As
everybody knows, however, the
Church referred to in this Creed is more
commonly called just the Catholic
Church. It is not, by the way, properly
called the Roman Catholic Church, but
simply the Catholic Church.
The term Roman Catholic is not used
by the Church herself; it is a relatively
modern term, and one, moreover, that
is confined largely to the English
language. The English-speaking
bishops at the First Vatican Council in
1870, in fact, conducted a vigorous and
successful campaign to insure that the
term Roman Catholic was nowhere
included in any of the Council's official
documents about the Church herself,
and the term was not included.
Similarly, nowhere in the 16 documents
of the Second Vatican Council will you
find the term Roman Catholic. Pope
Paul VI signed all the documents of the
Second Vatican Council as "I, Paul.
Bishop of the Catholic Church." Simply
that - Catholic Church. There are
references to the Roman curia, the
Roman missal, the Roman rite, etc.,
but when the adjective Roman is
applied to the Church herself, it refers
to the Diocese of Rome!
Cardinals, for example, are called
cardinals of the Holy Roman Church,
but that designation means that when
they are named to be cardinals they
have thereby become honorary clergy
of the Holy Father's home diocese, the
Diocese of Rome. Each cardinal is
given a titular church in Rome, and
when the cardinals participate in the
election of a new pope, they are
participating in a process that in
ancient times was carried out by the
clergy of the Diocese of Rome.
Although the Diocese of Rome is
central to the Catholic Church, this
does not mean that the Roman rite, or,
as is sometimes said, the Latin rite, is
co-terminus with the Church as a
whole; that would mean neglecting the
Byzantine, Chaldean, Maronite or other

Oriental rites which are all very much
part of the Catholic Church today, as
in the past.
In our day, much greater emphasis has
been given to these "non-Roman" rites
of the Catholic Church. The Second
Vatican Council devoted a special
document, Orientalium Ecclesiarum
(Decree on Eastern Catholic
Churches), to the Eastern rites which
belong to the Catholic Church, and the
new Catechism of the Catholic Church
similarly gives considerable attention
to the distinctive traditions and
spirituality of these Eastern rites.

understanding of theirs is correct, but
such Catholics should nevertheless
beware of using the term, not only
because of its dubious origins in
Anglican circles intending to suggest
that there just might be some other
Catholic Church around somewhere
besides the Roman one: but also
because it often still is used today to
suggest that the Roman Catholic
Church is something other and lesser
than the Catholic Church of the creed.
It is commonly used by some
dissenting theologians, for example,
who appear to be attempting to
categorize the Roman Catholic Church
as just another contemporary
"Christian denomination"- not the body
that is identical with the one, holy,
catholic and apostolic Church of the
creed.
The proper name of the Church, then,
is the Catholic Church. It is not ever
called "the Christian Church," either.
Although the prestigious Oxford
University Press currently publishes a
learned and rather useful reference
book called "The Oxford Book of the
Christian Church," the fact is that there
has never been a major entity in history
called by that name; the Oxford
University Press has adopted a
misnomer, for the Church of Christ has
never been called the Christian Church.
There is, of course, a Protestant
denomination in the United States
which does call itself by that name, but
that particular denomination is hardly
what the Oxford University Press had
in mind when assigning to its reference
book the title that it did. The
assignment of the title in question
appears to have been one more
method, of which there have been so
many down through history, of
declining to admit that there is, in fact,
one - and only one - entity existing in
the world today to which the
designation "the Catholic Church" in
the Creed might possibly apply.
The entity in question, of course, is just
that: the very visible, worldwide
Catholic Church, in which the 263rd
successor of the Apostle Peter, Pope
John Paul II (Ed: at time this article was
written) teaches, governs and
sanctifies, along with some 3,000 other
bishops around the world, who are

In the past, we’ve explained the origin of the term “Roman Catholic” in
the hope of educating our readers out of using that misnomer. We
published an extract from the article below, in a recent edition, but still
we hear readers fail to use the correct name for Holy Mother Church.
We have decided, therefore, to publish the article in full.

The term
‘Roman Catholic’
is not used by the
Church herself…

So the proper name for the universal
Church is not the Roman Catholic
Church. Far from it. That term caught
on mostly in English-speaking
countries; it was promoted mostly by
Anglicans, supporters of the "branch
theory" of the Church, namely, that the
one, holy, catholic and apostolic
Church of the creed was supposed to
consist of three major branches, the
Anglican, the Orthodox and the so-
called Roman Catholic. It was to avoid
that kind of interpretation that the
English-speaking bishops at Vatican I
succeeded in warning the Church away
from ever using the term officially
herself: It too easily could be
misunderstood.
Today in an era of widespread dissent
in the Church, and of equally
widespread confusion regarding what
authentic Catholic identity is supposed
to consist of, many loyal Catholics have
recently taken to using the term Roman
Catholic in order to affirm their
understanding that the Catholic Church
of the Sunday creed is the same
Church that is united with the Vicar of
Christ in Rome, the Pope. This

Continued on p.6
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successors of the apostles of Jesus
Christ.
As mentioned in the Acts of the
Apostles, it is true that the followers of
Christ early became known as
"Christians" (cf. Acts 11:26). The name
Christian, however, was never
commonly applied to the Church
herself. In the New Testament itself,
the Church is simply called "the
Church." There was only one. In that
early time there were not yet any
break-away bodies substantial enough
to be rival claimants of the name and
from which the Church might ever have
to distinguish herself.
Very early in post-apostolic times,
however, the Church did acquire a
proper name - and precisely in order
to distinguish herself from rival bodies
which by then were already beginning
to form. The name that the Church
acquired when it became necessary
for her to have a proper name was the
name by which she has been known
ever since - the Catholic Church.
The name appears in Christian
literature for the first time around the
end of the first century. By the time it
was written down, it had certainly
already been in use, for the indications
are that everybody understood exactly
what was meant by the name when it
was written.
Around the year A.D. 107, a bishop,
St. Ignatius of Antioch in the Near East,
was arrested, brought to Rome by
armed guards and eventually martyred
there in the arena. In a farewell letter
which this early bishop and martyr
wrote to his fellow Christians in
Smyrna (today Izmir in modern
Turkey), he made the first written
mention in history of "the Catholic
Church." He wrote, "Where the bishop
is present, there is the Catholic
Church" (To the Smyrnaeans 8:2).
Thus, the second century of
Christianity had scarcely begun when
the name of the Catholic Church was
already in use.
Thereafter, mention of the name
became more and more frequent in the
written record. It appears in the oldest
written account we possess outside
the New Testament of the martyrdom
of a Christian for his faith, the
"Martyrdom of St. Polycarp," bishop of
the same Church of Smyrna to which
St. Ignatius of Antioch had written. St.
Polycarp was martyred around 155,
and the account of his sufferings dates
back to that time. The narrator informs
us that in his final prayers before giving

up his life for Christ, St. Polycarp
"remembered all who had met with him
at any time, both small and great, both
those with and those without renown,
and the whole Catholic Church
throughout the world."
We know that St. Polycarp, at the time
of his death in 155, had been a
Christian for 86 years. He could not,
therefore, have been born much later
than 69 or 70. Yet it appears to have
been a normal part of the vocabulary
of a man of this era to be able to speak
of "the whole Catholic Church
throughout the world."

the promise of Christ to Peter and the
other apostles that "the gates of hell
shall not prevail" against her. (Mt 16:18)

The Catechism of the Catholic Church
in our own day has concisely summed
up all the reasons why the name of the
Church of Christ has been the Catholic
Church: "The Church is catholic," the
Catechism teaches, "[because] she
proclaims the fullness of the faith. She
bears in herself and administers the
totality of the means of salvation. She
is sent out to all peoples. She speaks
to all men. She encompasses all times.
She is missionary of her very nature”.
(no. 868).
So the name became attached to her
for good. By the time of the first
ecumenical council of the Church, held
at Nicaea in Asia Minor in the year 325
A.D., the bishops of that council were
legislating quite naturally in the name
of the universal body they called in the
Council of Nicaea's official documents
"the Catholic Church." As most people
know, it was that same council which
formulated the basic Creed in which
the term "catholic" was retained as one
of the four marks of the true Church of
Christ. And it is the same name which
is to be found in all 16 documents of
the twenty-first ecumenical council of
the Church, Vatican Council II.
It was still back in the fourth century
that St. Cyril of Jerusalem aptly wrote,
"Inquire not simply where the Lord's
house is, for the sects of the profane
also make an attempt to call their own
dens the houses of the Lord; nor
inquire merely where the church is, but
where the Catholic Church is. For this
is the peculiar name of this Holy Body,
the Mother of all, which is the Spouse
of Our Lord Jesus Christ" (Catecheses,
xviii, 26).
The same inquiry needs to be made in
exactly the same way today, for the
name of the true Church of Christ has
in no way been changed. It was
inevitable that the Catechism of the
Catholic Church would adopt the same
name today that the Church has had
throughout the whole of her very long
history.

From
The Catholic
Answer, May/June
1996 Published by
Our Sunday
Visitor, Inc.,
200 Noll Plaza,
Huntington, IN
46750, 1-800-521-
0600.

The Catechism of the
Catholic Church in our own

day sums up all the
reasons why the name of
the Church of Christ has

been the Catholic Church:
"The Church is catholic
[because] she proclaims
the fullness of the faith.

She bears in herself and
administers the totality of
the means of salvation.

She is sent out to all
peoples. She speaks to all
men. She encompasses all
times. She is missionary of

her very nature" (no. 868).

The name had caught on, and no doubt
for good reasons.
The term "catholic" simply means
"universal," and when employing it in
those early days, St. Ignatius of
Antioch and St. Polycarp of Smyrna
were referring to the Church that was
already "everywhere," as distinguished
from whatever sects, schisms or
splinter groups might have grown up
here and there, in opposition to the
Catholic Church.
The term was already understood even
then to be an especially fitting name
because the Catholic Church was for
everyone, not just for adepts,
enthusiasts or the specially initiated
who might have been attracted to her.
Again, it was already understood that
the Church was "catholic" because - to
adopt a modern expression - she
possessed the fullness of the means
of salvation. She also was destined to
be "universal" in time as well as in
space, and it was to her that applied

How Did the Catholic Church Get Her Name? Continued from p.5
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On 23 February 2013, Catholics in
Scotland (and indeed the world over)
were stunned after it was reported by
The Observer that Cardinal Keith
O'Brien, Archbishop of Saint Andrew's
and Edinburgh, had been accused of
inappropriate behaviour involving three
serving priests and one former priest
within the Archdiocese of St Andrews
and Edinburgh dating back to the
1980s.  The former priest resigned the
priesthood when O’Brien became a
bishop and stated, "I knew then he
would always have power over me. (…)
I left to preserve my integrity."

One of the four, referred to only as
"Priest C", alleges that the degree of
control a superior has over subordinate
priests made it hard for him to refuse
O'Brien's demands. "He [the bishop
above a priest] has immense power
over you. He can move you, freeze you
out, bring you into the fold … he
controls every aspect of your life." The
complaint demanding O'Brien's
immediate resignation was lodged with
the Vatican's ambassador to the United
Kingdom.  According to BBC News (3rd
March, 2013),  there were efforts to
silence at least one critic.

Initially,  the Cardinal  contested the
allegations. On 24 February 2013 he
failed to offer Mass to celebrate the
eight-year tenure of Pope Benedict XVI
at St Mary's Cathedral, Edinburgh. It
was widely reported that he had sought
legal advice and been advised not to
attend. On 25 February 2013, it was
announced that O'Brien had resigned
as archbishop and would not
participate in the forthcoming conclave
to elect a successor to Pope Benedict
XVI, whose resignation would take
effect on the 28th February 2013.

According to the BBC, a source within
the church said that O'Brien "doesn't
know who his accusers are and doesn't
know what they're accusing him of".
However, on 3rd March 2013, the
Scottish Catholic Media Office released
a statement from O'Brien in which he
"admitted that there have been times
that my sexual conduct has fallen
below the standards expected of me
as a priest, archbishop and cardinal."

Later in March further allegations
emerged. One complainant made

public his intention to sue O'Brien for
abuse carried out on him when a
young seminarian in the 1980s
(The Daily Telegraph, 15th March 2013).
Cardinal  O'Brien has further been
accused of trying to grope another
priest in 2003 in Rome at a drinks party
to celebrate his becoming a
cardinal.(The Daily Telegraph, 16th March
2013)

It is also alleged that Cardinal O'Brien
was in a long-term physical
relationship with one of the
complainants (HeraldScotland, 21st March
2013). This report claims that  the
complainant was a  priest originally
from the Diocese of Aberdeen, but
is now no longer serving as a priest.1
According to The Herald, senior clerics
within the Catholic Church in Scotland
believe Cardinal O'Brien's accusers
decided to go public with their
allegations out of revenge for Cardinal
O'Brien's condemnation of same-sex
"marriage".

Clearly this has been a very difficult
and trying time for Catholics in
Scotland.   Indeed, with Benedict XVI's
resignation plunging the Church into
uncertainty, this shocking episode was
the last thing the Church needed.
However, should we really have been
shocked?  Despite Cardinal O'Brien's
recent condemnations of homosexual
acts, he has been a known liberal on
these matters. In 2005, O'Brien
rebuked Bishop Joseph Devine who
had suggested that homosexuals
should not be allowed to teach in
Catholic schools, commenting, "I don't
have a problem with the personal life
of a person as long as they are not
flaunting their sexuality." (The Scotsman,
28th March 2005).

Of course, the Church must, and will,
move on.  Our hope and prayer is that
the Vatican will appoint holy and
faithful bishops.  Scotland certainly
needs them!

Foonote
1 There appears to be some confusion in the Herald report
21/3/13. The priest alleged to have been in a long-term
physical relationship with the Cardinal is described, in the
same report, as working as a priest on the Continent. The
Aberdeen priest is known to be living in England, on leave
of absence from the Diocese - see Scandal in Scotland -
Joining up the Dots …Anonymity, Cowardice & Credibility
p.11

The Fall & Fall of Cardinal O’Brien
Peter Mackin

We do not support
our new Cardinal. He is a disgrace…
Editorial, Issue No. 27, November, 2003

I have read your articles on Cardinal
O’Brien with some interest but have been
surprised that what I consider to be the
most serious question regarding his
character seems to have gone unasked
by any person. That concerns his
conduct as a tutor at Blair’s College.
(Ed: former junior seminary in Aberdeen,
now closed.)
Father Keith O’Brien (was) then a
memorable figure due to his
appearances on Late Call and the
plaudits his “serene and holy” manner
attracted. I am concerned to hear of his
sudden expression of liberal views on
homosexuality.
Letters, Name Withheld, Issue No. 29,
April, 2004.
Ed: I believe the final paragraph is written
tongue-in-cheek. I did receive emails
containing allegations relating to Blairs,
but without verifiable sources we could not
pursue the matter.

“Cardinal O’Brien says politicians must
give ‘unequivocal support’ to marriage”
(but also) “Cardinal gives unequivocal
support to priest who promotes divorce.”
The Two Faces of Cardinal O’Brien… Edinburgh
Family Destroyed  Issue No. 45, May, 2007.

Ed: the above report exposed the plight of an
Edinburgh man whose wife was helped by her PP to
apply for divorce without the husband’s knowledge.
The man’s pleas to the Cardinal for help fell on deaf
ears. Indeed, a letter from the Cardinal to the
husband was used as evidence to achieve an
exclusion order to keep him out of the family home.



The UK & Irish Bishops plus the Pope and Prefects of every Vatican Congregation, receive this
newsletter.  If it contradicts Catholic teaching, we invite the Hierarchy to correct us

in accordance with their duty under Canon Law # 823

N O T I C E
Our sincere gratitude to  everyone who
donated to our funds following the
March, 2013 edition.
To save postage, we no longer write
letters to acknowledge individual
donations although if
you include an email
address, Editor will
thank you personally.
Email addresses are
included with all PayPal
donations.
A special word of thanks
to our regular Standing Order donors:
these regular donations help our planning
immensely. God  bless you, each one.

             Miss McMoneypenny.

The Editor
Catholic Truth,

10 Sandyford Place
Glasgow, G3 7NB
Tel: 0797 90 53666

Email:
editor@catholictruthscotland.com

Your Letters
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You may not remember me. I used to
subscribe to your newsletter. I trust all
is well with you and your helpers. I just
wanted to compliment you on your
organisation’s prescient warnings of
‘gay’ infiltration of the clergy in
Scotland and their powerful protectors
long before it was acknowledged in the
media recently. Well done. No surprise
that the media failed to give your
organisation credit for exposing these
unpleasant truths long ago.
Tony Bond, England
Ed: I do, indeed, remember you. Thank you
for your encouraging words.

As Cardinal O’Brien lost credibility, so
Catholic Truth gained it. Name &
Address Withheld
Ed: this sentiment was relayed to us in various
messages as the news about Cardinal O’Brien
broke. One reader sent us a very generous
donation to thank us for “preparing the ground”
so to speak. Without our reports over the years,
several said, this news would have been even
more devastating.

Thank you for the copies of Catholic
Truth which I have been receiving
regularly… I wish you God’s blessings
on your work and a successful new
year.
Christine Kilgallon, Co. Mayo, Ireland

Many thanks to the Catholic Truth
fraternity for all you are doing - stay
well! Blessings and prayers always…
Fr LP, New York, USA
Ed: thank you, Father, for your most generous
cheque and lovely poem sent to mark St
Patrick’s day (yes, I’m “Patricia”!)

Thank you for the March copy of
Catholic Truth; each monthly copy
continues to educate me. May God
bless all who contribute each month.
You are all in my prayers. Mary
Birkett, Blundellsands, England

Dear Fellow Conspirators,
I said in my last letter that being alive
in the present sad state of the Church
was a privilege, not a burden. I would
add that the Lord does not scatter us
at random on the world scene but puts
us in a particular time and place to do
a definite job which He gives us the
necessary graces and abilities. This
may be actively helping in your
excellent whistle-blowing mag. Or in
other mysterious ways of prayer and
sacrifice. Woe to us if we waste the
time given!
I think that you may consider
yourselves worthy successors of St
Catherine of Siena. Isn’t it significant
that, although she was obviously
capable of doing the job of a cardinal
or even a pope well, she did not have
a thing to say about women priests.
Keep your powder dry and don’t shoot
until  you can see the whites of their
eyes. Jim Allen, Torquay, England

In England during the inter-war years
and up to Vatican II the Church was
going from strength to strength with
the best part of a thousand converts
per month, and it was accelerating. I
reckon that within five or six
generations, seven at the most,
England would have been a
predominantly Catholic country. Then
came Vatican II and put the kybosh on
that. If I can be saved in any religion
or none, there is no point in becoming
a Catholic. I might as well start my own
religion. A terrible chastisement awaits
us. The mills of God grind slow, but
exceedingly sure. God bless you all.
Ever in Our Lady’s service. Ted
Atkinson, Norfolk, England

Readers will note with satisfaction that
the extraordinary news from Rome
(papal resignation) found a place in the
March edition.(Ed: literally, at the last
minute. We were about to go to print!)

I noted, at once, the significance of the
front page with Pope Benedict
superimposed on the original Fatima
scene, complemented by the article on
the back page. (A friend) rang me to
say that Benedict, on demitting office,
will retain his title and even his
pontifical attire. My friend thought this
significant in view of the text relating to
the vision of the Third Secret, published
in 2000:
A Bishop dressed in white; we had the
impression that it was the Holy Father.
I, too, am struck by something that the
Pope said, as reported in the Daily Mail
of 25th February: God has told me to
pray… God had called him to climb
the mountain.
Is Benedict telling us he is the pope in
the vision? If so, Calvary is imminent

for all of us.
Let me revert here to your back-page
article ‘The Papal Resignation and the
Fatima Connection’. Yes,  indeed, the
Church is ungovernable (Hamish
Fraser (Ed: famous Scots convert from
Communism, RIP) used the same word
thirty years ago in ‘Approaches’ (but)
it is not the SSPX question alone that
was in Benedict’s mind: the German
bishops have authorised, in certain
cases, the use of the morning after pill
not to mention Cardinal Mahoney and
others like him who have covered up
cases of clerical abuse of minors. Note
the headline in the Catholic Herald:
‘Pope is drained of energy and
disheartened’ says his biographer.
Peter McEnerny, Glasgow

Re: Kevin McKenna, Scottish Catholic
Observer columnist, more idiocies in
the Scottish Daily Mail (26/2/13) Why
the next Pope must act immediately to
restore faith for Scottish Catholics.
Name & Address Withheld

Ed: to the reader in England who had Mass
offered for us this Eastertide, thank you very
much indeed. God bless you.

mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
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Scottish Faithful In Fighting Fettle…
David Erskine

Archbishop Tartaglia,

It is with a heavy heart that I find myself in
a situation whereby I have to question a
senior Catholic`s loyalty to the Holy See
with regards to your failings in the imple-
mentation of the papal decree Summorum
Pontificum. It is well documented that you
refused the  good people of the parish of
Saint John the Baptist  their right to the
Tridentine Mass when it is in fact Church
law and in that case you acted outwith
your powers and your duty of spiritual
support to those under your care.

Oh the arrogance of bishops; these are not
my words but I have no doubt you know to
whom they can be attributed - Pope John
Paul II. It`s a pity that so few have taken
note of this.

I am left to wonder what part of Church
law do you not understand or you feel the
law does not apply to yourself? At least the
informed members of the laity are fully
aware of the behaviour of dissidents which
for so long has sullied the Holy Mother
Church founded by our Blessed Lord Him-
self. The scandals which have threatened
the barque of Peter are the result of disu-
nity and disloyalty. Who would have ever
thought that our cathedrals would be  used
as a music hall or a rock band venue?  But
those days have gone and if anything like
that is attempted in the future there will be
lay people who will stop it happening and
there will be more publicity than was bar-
gained for. Of course the latest news (Sun-
day Observer) illustrates just how clergy
and laity do and will have their voices
heard. Senior churchmen have lost sight
of the fact that they are shepherds (a lowly
but essential position) entrusted with car-
ing for the flock, labourers exalted to high
and powerful position which has been
granted, not for their own advancement in
society or to act en grand seigneur -  those
days are past and those of us urged to
keep silent about the evil deeds of men
within the Church in order to protect the
good name of the Church are no longer
gagged by this premise. Not one leading
churchman, including yourself, spoke out
against the (so called)  Soho masses and
it was the laity who forced this to come to
an end. Hence (in my opinion) the delay in
Archbishop Nichols’ red hat. The voice of

the laity the voice of reason the voice of
truth. Archbishop Tartaglia, I ask you to
attend  faithfully to the charter entrusted in
you. We, the laity and the clergy, true sons
of Rome wish to see our spiritual home,
the Holy Catholic Church, restored to
peace and sanctity and no longer open to
ridicule or lampooned due to the behaviour
of those who should know better.

Given the spiritual dimension of your of-
fice, if you are true to your commitment to
the Holy See and to the faithful entrusted
to your care, there is no higher honour on
God’s earth. However if you fail in any
aspect of your bonded duty then you, bet-
ter than most, must be fully aware of the
consequences. Too dire for me to put into
words.
(Ed: the following portion of this letter is
omitted since it refers to correspondence
between the author and Bishop Logan of
Dunkeld about matters not yet in the public
domain.)

Given that Cardinal O`Brien has created
shock,  clearly the damage has been done.
Think about the bishops of  Scotland’s
letter on same sex marriage which did not
mention “sin” nor “sacrament” and these
were the key words. All (the bishops) need
have said is that Catholics not in a state of
grace can not receive the sacraments
(confession apart) and no court, European
or otherwise could argue about that.

I understand that there are bishops shak-
ing in their shoes as this cold wind of
honesty sweeps through the Church. The
laity, when they encounter a wrong, will not
be afraid to fight to right that wrong and
that silence will only harm the Church be-
cause, as I have said, it is the clergy who
are shaming the Church and failure to
speak out against this is to condone. No!
No more.

As good Pope John Paul once said, and I
paraphrase: oh, the arrogance of bishops.

Now we come to it. A straight question that
demands a straight answer and demon-
strate your loyalty to the Holy See. Do you
intend to fully embrace the  Church law
contained in the papal Motu Proprio Sum-
morum Pontificum?

To make of this a definitive epistle: if you,
or any other bishop attempts, to block my
right in Church law and, it is well to note,
likewise in civil law, to worship according
to my conscience I will take this, along with
others, to the European Court of Human
Rights. And you are well aware that this
includes the deeply reverent Mass in the
old rite. What a pity the people of St. John
the Baptist in Barrhead did not stand up to
you (but) I will not be silenced - as Cardinal

O’Brien and Bishop Logan can bear
witness. David Erskine, Alloa

Archbishop Philip Tartaglia

From the Blog…
We cannot despair, but trust in The Lord. The
hope therefore for the future? Pluscarden
Abbey, a real powerhouse of prayer, exemplifies
the restoration which may be possible in several
ways. As converts from Anglicanism within living
memory at the time of Vatican II it’d be fair to
assume that there existed some degree of
vaccination against the strands of Cranmerism
evident in the Novus Ordo Missae, which
produced the most faithful implementation of
Sacrosanctum Concillium and resultant
conservative ‘reformed’ liturgical practice to be
found anywhere on these shores.
Though not ‘traditionalist’ the undeniably thriving
community is certainly devout and
faithful in their practice and
learned in their theology,
attracting retreatants from
far and wide. There may be
hints here of the liturgical
future; whether reform of the
reform can yet offer any
resolution, like the revised translation, it may be
a stepping stone on the way back to 1962, if we
indeed get the entire distance.
Crossraguel: What Future for the Catholic
Church in Scotland?

What has befallen Cardinal O’Brien is a wake
up call not just to the Scottish hierarchy, but to
Catholics everywhere, clerical or lay. We need
to rediscover a healthy sense of the sin in our
lives and the need for personal repentance. We
also need to be aware that the Father of Lies,
wills the perdition of each and every one of us,
especially priests, and works tirelessly to realize
his design.

From the beginning of the 1970s,
even earlier in some places,
Catholics began letting down

their guard. Satan came to be
seen as a myth, and personal
sin was subordinated to so-
called ‘structures of sin’,
conveniently forgetting that

institutional sin always has personal sin at its
root. In seminaries spiritual direction was more
often than not a confirming of young men in their
sin rather than teaching them to master the
techniques of holiness and prayer in the light of
the great spiritual tradition of the Church.

What is needed is wholesale conversion and a
living out of the virtues in a spirit of true humility.
Ambrose: News & Views…

Following the news of Cardinal
O’Brien’s resignation, one of our
readers in the Diocese of Dunkeld
emailed a copy of a letter he’d
addressed to Archbishop Tartaglia
(Glasgow). An edited version is
reproduced below and serves to
underline the fact that there is a
fightback mood among the
Scottish faithful…
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Thinking Through Catholic Truth
“I have come to Scotland to unteach heresy and to save souls”

St John Ogilvie SJ
Feast: 10 March

Extracts from the writings of St Louis Marie de Montfort
On True Devotion to Mary…

INTRODUCTION

It was through the Blessed Virgin Mary that
Jesus came into the world, and it is also through
her that he must reign in the world.

First principle: Christ must be the ultimate
end of all devotions

Jesus, our Saviour, true God and true man must
be the ultimate end of all our other devotions;
otherwise they would be false and misleading.
He is the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning
and end of everything. "We labour," says St.
Paul, "only to make all men perfect in Jesus
Christ."

For in him alone dwells the entire fullness of
the divinity and the complete fullness of grace,
virtue and perfection. In him alone we have
been blessed with every spiritual blessing; he
is the only teacher from whom we must learn;
the only Lord on whom we should depend; the
only Head to whom we should be united and
the only model that we should imitate. He is the
only Physician that can heal us; the only
Shepherd that can feed us; the only Way that
can lead us; the only Truth that we can believe;
the only Life that can animate us. He alone is
everything to us and he alone can satisfy all our
desires.

We are given no other name under heaven by
which we can be saved. God has laid no other
foundation for our salvation, perfection and
glory than Jesus. Every edifice which is not
built on that firm rock, is founded upon shifting
sands and will certainly fall sooner or later.
Every one of the faithful who is not united to
him is like a branch broken from the stem of
the vine. It falls and withers and is fit only to
be burnt. If we live in Jesus and Jesus lives in
us, we need not fear damnation. Neither angels
in heaven nor men on earth, nor devils in hell,
no creature whatever can harm us, for no
creature can separate us from the love of God
which is in Christ Jesus. Through him, with him
and in him, we can do all things and render all
honour and glory to the Father in the unity of
the Holy Spirit; we can make ourselves perfect
and be for our neighbour a fragrance of eternal

life.

If then we are
establishing sound
devotion to our
Blessed Lady, it is
only in order to
establish devotion to
our Lord more
perfectly by providing
a smooth but certain
way of reaching Jesus
Christ. If devotion to

our Lady distracted us from our Lord, we would
have to reject it as an illusion of the devil. But
this is far from being the case. As I have already
shown and will show again later on, this

devotion is necessary, simply and solely
because it is a way of reaching Jesus perfectly,
loving him tenderly, and serving him faithfully.

be offended by excessive honour paid to her.
They protest loudly when they see or hear a
devout servant of Mary speak frequently with
feeling, conviction and vigour of devotion to
her. When he speaks of devotion to her as a sure
means of finding and loving you without fear
or illusion, or when he says this devotion is a
short road free from danger, or an immaculate
way free from imperfection, or a wondrous
secret of finding you, they put before him a
thousand specious reasons to show him how
wrong he is to speak so much of Mary. There
are, they say, great abuses in this devotion
which we should try to stamp out and we should
refer people to you rather than exhort them to
have devotion to your Mother, whom they
already love adequately.

If they are sometimes heard speaking of
devotion to your Mother, it is not for the
purpose of promoting it or convincing people
of it but only to destroy the abuses made of it.
Yet all the while these persons are devoid of
piety or genuine devotion to you, for they have
no devotion to Mary. They consider the Rosary
and the Scapular as devotions suitable only for
simple women or ignorant people. After all,
they say, we do not need them to be saved. If
they come across one who loves our Lady, who
says the rosary or shows any devotion towards
her, they soon move him to a change of mind
and heart. They advise him to say the seven
penitential psalms instead of the Rosary, and
to show devotion to Jesus instead of to Mary.

Dear Jesus, do these people possess your spirit?
Do they please you by acting in this way?
Would it please you if we were to make no
effort to give pleasure to your Mother because
we are afraid of offending you? Does devotion
to your holy Mother hinder devotion to you?
Does Mary keep for herself any honour we pay
her? Is she a rival of yours? Is she a stranger
having no kinship with you? Does pleasing her
imply displeasing you? Does the gift of oneself
to her constitute a deprivation for you? Is love
for her a lessening of our love for you?

Nevertheless, my dear Master, the majority of
learned scholars could not be further from
devotion to your Mother, or show more
indifference to it even if all I have just said were
true. Keep me from their way of thinking and
acting and let me share your feelings of
gratitude, esteem, respect and love for your
holy Mother. I can then love and glorify you
all the more, because I will be imitating and
following you more closely.

As though I had said nothing so far to further
her honour, grant me now the grace to praise
her more worthily, in spite of all her enemies
who are also yours. I can then say to them
boldly with the saints, "Let no one presume to
expect mercy from God, who offends his holy
Mother."

Here I turn to you for a moment, dear Jesus, to
complain lovingly to your divine Majesty that
the majority of Christians, and even some of the
most learned among them, do not recognise the
necessary bond that unites you and your
Blessed Mother. Lord, you are always with
Mary and Mary is always with you. She can
never be without you because then she would
cease to be what she is. She is so completely
transformed into you by grace that she no longer
lives, she no longer exists, because you alone,
dear Jesus, live and reign in her more perfectly
than in all the angels and saints.

If we only knew the glory and the love given to
you by this wonderful creature, our feelings for
you and for her would be far different from
those we have now. So intimately is she united
to you that it would be easier to separate light
from the sun, and heat from the fire. I go further,
it would even be easier to separate all the angels
and saints from you than Mary; for she loves
you ardently, and glorifies you more perfectly
than all your other creatures put together.

In view of this, my dear Master, is it not
astonishing and pitiful to see the ignorance and
short-sightedness of men with regard to your
holy Mother? I am not speaking so much of
idolaters and pagans who do not know you and
consequently have no knowledge of her. I am
not even speaking of heretics and schismatics
who have left you and your holy Church and
therefore are not interested in your holy Mother.
I am speaking of Catholics, and even of
educated Catholics, who profess to teach the
faith to others but do not know you or your
Mother except speculatively, in a dry, cold and
sterile way.

These people seldom speak of your Mother or
devotion to her. They say they are afraid that
devotion to her will be abused and that you will

Let no-one presume
to expect mercy

from God

who offends
his holy Mother

St Louis Marie de Montfort
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At the time of this writing, we don’t know for
sure the identities of Cardinal O’Brien’s
priest accusers. We have no verifiable
sources and we never report, as fact, mere
rumour or gossip.

Indeed, the question of the identities of the
accusers has now risen to the level of being
more of a mystery than any Mystery of
Faith. A tad cowardly, surely, to set out so
publicly to humiliate the Cardinal and to
destroy his reputation without having the
guts to put your name where your mouth
is.

After all, Cardinal O’Brien was, to all intents
and purposes, retired when these
disaffected (not to mention disloyal) friends
of his dropped their bombshell. The
nonsense that they didn’t want him
attending the conclave won’t wash. Even
in the midst of the worst ever crisis in the
Church, the chances of Cardinal O’Brien
being elected Pope were about as thin as
any winner of the Weight Watcher’s
Slimmer of the Year award. Ditto the
chances of him voting for Cardinal Ranjith.

Catherine Deveney, the Observer journalist
who first broke the story (UK's top cardinal
accused of 'inappropriate acts' by priests, The
Observer, 23/2/13) dismissed questions in TV
interviews about the identity of the
Cardinal’s priest-accusers on two grounds.
Firstly that they had submitted sworn
statements to the Papal Nuncio, and thus
their identities are known to the Vatican
authorities (which removes them from the
“anonymous” category - who does she think
she’s fooling?) and secondly by quoting
one of the accusers asking what difference
it would it make if people knew his identity.
This last delivered by Ms Deveney with a
face that was almost as straight as her hair.
The silly woman (and the cowardly priest)
really need to be told that “the difference”
is that if we know the identity of the
accusers we are more likely to be in a
position to make an informed judgment
about their credibility - or lack thereof.

Given the accusers’ refusal to stand up and
be counted, it is natural and even perfectly
reasonable for people to draw their own
conclusions. As we go to press, the rumour
that trumps all others is that at least two of
the accusing clergy are partnered
homosexual men who were miffed when
the Cardinal (rightly) spoke out strongly
against Government plans to legalise
same-sex ‘marriage’. The idea that
because of his own homosexual weakness
the Cardinal had no right to speak out
forcefully in defence of traditional marriage
in the face of the militant “gay” lobby, is
nonsense. As St Francis de Sales put it, if
we had to speak better than we act, then

Am I the only Catholic in Edinburgh who is
scandalised by Fr Steve Gilhooley’s column
in the Edinburgh Evening News? I’ve written
many letters of complaint but they never get
published. If a priest of the archdiocese wrote
they just might publish. I’ve also complained
to the Archbishop but he has failed to
respond. As a convert I am puzzled at the
silence from other Catholics, especially
priests. Why is the archbishop allowing this
scandal to continue?
Letter, Charles J. Smith, Edinburgh, sample
edition of Catholic Truth, January, 1999

Ed: Note: Charles J. Smith RIP was the founder
of Catholic Truth and it was his concern about
Fr Gilhooley’s writings which drove his
determination to launch this newsletter.

we would all have to remain silent.
Heavens, must we all be models of charity
before we can denounce unkindness?
Get real.

We can’t verifiably name any accusers, as
I say, but we can, perhaps, join up some
dots. If we get it wrong, if our conclusions
are “dotty” then our letters page is at the
disposal of all concerned.
So, let’s trying joining up some dots…
Could it be, we speculated, that the two
scandalous media-priests - Fr Steve
Gilhooley and Fr Andrew Monaghan - about
whom we have been raising concerns for
years, are somehow involved in this
scandal? Remember, for his years of
attacking Catholic Faith and Morals on local
radio where he was something of a
celebrity in the role of Agony Uncle to the
drunks and depressed of the entire east
coast of Scotland, Rev. Father ‘Call me
Andy’ Monaghan was praised by his
Archbishop, later Cardinal, who told critics
he was “doing God’s work and the Pope’s”
(quoted by Hamish Fraser in Approaches 93/94,
1986).
Then, towards the end of his lengthy radio
career, Fr Monaghan became “Canon
Monaghan” when he received the title of
honorary Canon.  Dot? Or Dotty?

In fact, in December 2011, news reached
us of the “disappearance” of Canon
Monaghan from his parish. We heard
rumours that he had gone on indefinite
leave without any explanation to
parishioners, so our researcher rang to
check. Our simple enquiry Where is Canon
Monaghan? When will he return to his
parish duties? was reported as a “campaign
against” the Canon on the parish website:

Canon Andrew Monaghan, on the occasion
of his seventieth birthday, has been
advised to take a break from his official
services as parish priest for health reasons
and in view of the fact that he has not had
a holiday for ten years. He continues to
offer mass (sic) each day and refutes any
suggestion from the campaign in Catholic
Truth against him that he is in the process
of leaving the priestly ministry. He is as
dedicated to his priestly ministry as on the
day he was ordained and has no intention
of retiring. (St Mary’s Pathhead, 22/12/11)

Well, well, well, we thought.  Which is quite
a contrast from what we used to think
which was “why, why why?”
Why, we used to ask, does the Archbish-
op, later Cardinal, determinedly defend
Rev. Gilhooley and Fr Call me Andy Mon-
aghan, in the face of the shocking reports

Scandal in Scotland - Joining up the Dots
Anonymity, Cowardice & Credibility

Fatima is an approved apparition…Fr
Gilhooley, however, is on record describing
such “messages from the hereafter” as “tripe”
(Edinburgh Evening News, 6/3/98). Not too
surprising then that he writes: ‘Spend an
afternoon with Our Lady’ states an advert in
the Catholic Press this week. The non-
religious reader may conjure up images of
tea and crumpet on the lawn of some stately
home. Earthier readers may even imagine it’s
an advert for a new massage parlour in
Edinburgh. It’s neither of these things.
(Edinburgh Evening News, 21/4/01)
Note: this advertisement was for a Catholic
Truth afternoon of devotion to Our Lady. In the
above News article  Fr Gilhooley describes the
newsletter as a “rag”, expresses horror that we
are being allowed the use of an Edinburgh
church and adds “the hierarchy should step in
now and put a stop to it”. Mission accomplished.
The priest who’d agreed to allow us the use of
his church, received a telephone call from the
Archbishop on the subject and within days of
the publication of the Gilhooley article, we were
forced to look for a different venue. The
newsletter report concluded:  Gilhooley says
“Jump!” Archbishop O’Brien asks “how high?”

Quoted in Editorial, Issue no. 14, June, 2001

Editor

Continued on p.12
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Scandal in Scotland - Joining up the Dots: Anonymity, Cowardice & Credibility… Continued from p.11
about them in this newsletter: what is going
on? Do these dissenters, we used to ask,
have some kind of hold over the Cardinal?
Or, has he simply lost the Faith and, in fact,
agrees with their dissent? Or is it a combi-
nation of both? Whether or not Fr Steve
Gilhooley and Canon Andrew Monaghan
emerge as members of the accusing group
remains, at the time of this writing, to be
seen. Certainly, when we asked the arch-
diocesan authorities if Canon Monaghan
had yet returned to his parish duties we
received the following intriguing response:
Monaghan is still out of ministry, pending
investigations by the authorities.(Email from
Chancery, 8/4/13)

In any event, there can be little doubt that
there was an unhealthy relationship -
whatever its nature - between the two
media priests and the Cardinal, dating back
many years.

When Fr Steve Gilhooley decided to write
a book (Pyjama Parade) about himself,
including the abuse he claims to have
suffered in seminaries, he was given time
and space to do so, unlike Fr Matthew
Despard of Motherwell Diocese who  was
reportedly threatened with disciplinary
measures for his “whistleblowing” book
(Crisis in the Priesthood, self-published on
Kindle) which contains allegations of
homosexual activity within the Church in
Scotland.1 No such threats for Fr Gilhooley.
Indeed,  the following supportive statement
appeared on the website of the Scottish
Catholic Media Office:

Statement on the "PYJAMA PARADE"
By Fr. Steve Gilhooley

This book is a personal testament by its
author of his experiences in both junior and
senior Catholic seminaries and
recollections from his life in the surrounding
years. Fr. Steve's story is at times a painful
one. It is impossible not to sympathise with
the suffering he and others have endured
and to hope that committing his
experiences to paper will help him to heal
and recover. Fr. Steve has requested a
leave of absence in order to consult
professional help to aid his recovery; this
has been granted by Archbishop O'Brien.
(SCMO, 10/12/01)

The reviews on the Amazon website are
glowing. Here’s an extract from one fan of
the book: Steve Gilhooley's book is a "must
read". It doesn't claim to be perfect prose -
and it isn't…

“Doesn’t claim to be perfect prose”? A bit
like saying North Korea doesn’t claim to be
a democracy. In a moment of madness, I
bought a copy of Gilhooley’s book.  The “F”
word peppers just about every page and
the whole thing amounts to nothing more
than a self-indulgent rant.

My own first reaction was to disbelieve just
about every allegation he makes in the
book, not because I didn’t want to believe
it, but because of the entire self-centred

ethos of the book and because his
relationship with the truth is casual, to say
the least. He’s been disgracefully untruthful
about the newsletter team, making the most
outlandish allegations which have no basis
in fact, so my default position where the Rev
Gilhooley is concerned entails the use of
another “F” word: fibber.

I look forward to the day when
compassion will kick dogma out of the
church pews once and for all. (Fr Steve
Gilhooley: The Edinburgh Priest who speaks
his mind, Edinburgh Evening News,
21/4/01).

Ed: what… all dogma? The existence of God?
The Trinity? The resurrection? Heaven?
Hell? WOW! That would certainly change
the way we live, big time…

Fr Gilhooley accused

“the producers of

Catholic Truth”

of misquoting him
Here’s what he said about us in The Herald:
Father Gilhooley said he had on occasions
expressed his concern over specific areas
of Vatican policy but he was angry that
such a black portrait had been painted of
him by the producers of Catholic Truth.

He said: ''Over the last few years, they
have attacked anybody and everybody
who does not happen to agree with them.
I have largely tried to ignore them because
they are so infantile.''

Father Gilhooley added that he had been
frequently misquoted in their newsletters,
saying that quotes were ''changed ever so
slightly to put a different slant on it''.

He said that one of the editors of Catholic
Truth had secretly recorded a memorial
service for people who had died of Aids
and taken photographs of a priest who
attended the service.

Afterwards, the priest was contacted by a
member of the group, who criticised him
for attending the memorial.

Father Gilhooley added: ''As far as I am
concerned, they are all head cases.'' 2

There’s not a word of truth in any of this.
Especially that last bit. I mean, “the
producers of Catholic Truth headcases”?
Gerragrip, Fr G...

At that time, a lawyer reader offered to write
to Gilhooley to ask him to desist from
making such false allegations in future,
which he translated, in a subsequent
newspaper interview, as Catholic Truth
serving him with legal papers: At one point
I received court papers from a
fundamentalist right-wing Catholic group
threatening to sue me...3

I mean, we could just about scrape together
the bus fare into the High Court in town, but
solicitors? Advocates? Court fees? Bribes?
Gerranothergrip, Fr G…

A friend of mine works at Edinburgh
Airport and is always threatening to
play a practical joke on me the next
time I’m flying in or out of Scotland.
So when I flew in on Monday, I was
prepared for anything. Possibly a call
over the Tannoy asking me to collect
my Viagra at the information desk.
(Gilhooley, the Edinburgh Priest Who Speaks
His Mind, Edinburgh Evening News, 28/4/01,
quoted in Issue No. 14, June, 2001)

Ed: why would we misquote or “slightly
change” Gilhooley’s words when they’re
publicly recorded in a secular newspaper?

Continued on p.13

Father Gilhooley’s sanctimonious ‘I’m
just terribly honest - that’s all’ was
trotted out in defence of his regular
attacks on the Church (in an article in
the Edinburgh Evening News). A
Vatican-bashing priest who is
supported by his archbishop must be
worth his weight in gold to a newspaper
situated in the heart of Presbyterian
Scotland. The Reverend Gilhooley -
“honest”? Where does that leave the
Great Train Robbers?
Edinburgh Evening News Labels Catholic
Truth “Fundamentalist” Issue No. 1,
10 March, 1999 (newsletter’s official launch
on Feast of St John Ogilvie)
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Priceless, though, is the
following comment in the The
Herald  from the predictable
lackey:

The spokesman for the Catholic Church in
Scotland, Father Danny McLaughlin (sic),
said the opinions of the group were well
known.

''While people are entitled to their opinions
I would not necessarily agree with them. I
am sure these people believe what they
are saying.4

To quote our webmaster “I bet he’s wish-
ing he’d believed what you were saying!”

Having suffered personally from Fr
Gilhooley’s loose relationship with the truth,
then, we’re not inclined to take the following
claims seriously either: we’ve been trying
for years to get people fired up to take
(legitimate) action against Gilhooley, so the
fire and brimstone types he describes
below - well, who and where are they?
There are few so self-righteous as the
religiously self-righteous. Or so vicious.
While Gilhooley's family and most of his
parishioners offered support, there was a
vocal section of the Church and its
hierarchy that called him a liar and attacked
him for disloyalty. Gilhooley believed
honesty would cleanse Catholicism of the
canker that had poisoned the Church for
many years.

But it was he who ended up accused of
spreading poison. It didn't help that he was
a theological radical, speaking out against
enforced celibacy and in favour of women
priests. "I woke up every morning to a pile
of letters that were screaming at me before
I even opened them," he says.

Most were anonymous, but one was
signed; he has never forgotten the name.
Enough people in Scotland attacked the
Church, the letter said, without one of its
own priests joining in. Gilhooley was
nothing but a reptile. Why didn't he crawl
back under the boulder from which he
came? "I was getting loads of stuff like that.
My car was smashed; my garden was
trashed. People were phoning up at three
in the morning, calling me scum."

Did the abuse make him feel angry?
"Frightened," he says honestly. "Isolated.
Alone. I was living in a big house on my
own and I was miserable, unhappy and
under pressure."

He couldn't continue. Last August he was
given permission to take a year out, in
Ireland, to consider his future. "I had to
decide whether I wanted to go back and
fight for the rest of my life, and probably
end up in an early grave, or if, now that I've
said what I've got to say, it's time to move
on. If you are asking me straight out
whether I am leaving, I'd say I am 99%
certain that I am."

His decision will be announced officially in
August by the man who has stood by
Gilhooley throughout. ‘I belonged to the
Catholic Church and I hoped the hierarchy

would stick up for me and stand beside me,
and only one did: Cardinal Keith O'Brien’ 5

So, how did Fr Gilhooley fare in Erin’s
green isle? Here he is, speaking one year
after his decision to “move on”:
For the last year I have stayed mainly in
County Cavan but I have spent time in
Mayo, Kerry and Donegal. The main
photograph shows me in a town called
Cong, where the famous film The Quiet
Man was made. The irony didn't escape
me, although I have certainly been very
quiet over the last year and have spent a
lot of time writing and reflecting, a lot of it
about the Church. I actually sat down and
rewrote the Gospels word for word except
instead of writing what Jesus said or did in
a given situation, I put in the response
which official church teaching would require
Jesus to make in that particular situation.
What was arrived at was anything but
Christianity. Mary Magdalene was refused
communion, the prodigal son was
excommunicated and the disciples were
told to shut up and do what they were told.
Just so no-one knew who I was talking
about though, I changed Jesus' name to
Ben6

these days. Our enquiry brought the
following response from the Archdiocesan
Chancery:
Gilhooley is in Lausanne. As far as I know
he is still a priest of Saint Andrews and
Edinburgh. He must have been given
permission to be transferred there. His
name is no longer in the directory.9

Our sincere sympathy goes to the British
Residents’ Association of Switzerland in
Lausanne. I mean, they’re probably
checking their Swiss watches every five
minutes and wondering when it’s all going
to end…

As stated at the top of this article, we
cannot claim verifiable sources for the
identities of the Cardinal’s accusers (I
must remember to invite Ms Deveney to
tea)  but we can examine the available
facts, reflect on our own reports dating
back years, and have a bash at joining up
the dots. And, as already intimated, if our
detective skills are found wanting, we
guarantee all the space necessary for
those named in this edition, to correct us.
So, let’s see what we have so far: it’s an
established fact that Edinburgh priest, Fr
Gilhooley, enjoyed a long-standing friend-
ship with Archbishop O’Brien even before
he became Cardinal: One of Gilhooley's
staunchest supporters is Cardinal Keith
O'Brien... Gilhooley's friendship with
Scotland's most senior Catholic clergyman
has intrigued many.

This information has appeared on many
websites across the internet. Gilhooley’s
friendship with Cardinal O’Brien is well
documented, not least in his own writings.

We know, too, that Fr Gilhooley left the
priestly ministry for a spell and has now
moved to Switzerland to work as a priest.
And, lo and behold, we have the Scottish
press claiming that the Cardinal was in a
long-standing physical relationship with
one of his accusers (who) left the
priesthood in the middle of the last decade
but rejoined and is living on the continent
in a post the cardinal helped him secure.10

Anyone who can’t join up those dots,
should never be allowed near a dot again.
Or, am I being dotty?

As for Canon Monaghan, well, he’s anoth-
er kettle of dottiness altogether.
I’ve already quoted his reaction to our
simple enquiry about his leave of absence
- to refresh your memory, here’s an extract
from the statement already quoted from
his parish website:
Canon Andrew Monaghan, on the occa-
sion of his seventieth birthday, has been
advised to take a break from his official
services as parish priest for health rea-
sons and in view of the fact that he has not
had a holiday for ten years… (He) refutes
any suggestion from the campaign in

Did life
on the dole

steer Rev Gilhooley
back to active

priestly ministry?
Clearly, he’s never going to make it as a
Theologian or a Scripture Scholar,  and,
sadly, he didn’t do  too well in the secular
career department either:
FOR most of the last year I've been on the
dole. All privileges which accompanied the
priesthood - and there were many - have
been stripped away. I joined a job
opportunity scheme last month and was told
to sweep out the dressing rooms after the
weekend football matches. There,
surrounded by dried mud and dirty football
strips, I have to admit that I shed a tear or
two.7

Well, gone are the tears now, one
presumes, because Fr Gilhooley is
“ministering” in Switzerland, as the briefest
of internet searches reveals. Apparently,
his desire to return to Edinburgh did not
work out8 so he headed for mainland
Europe where he is working as “Director”
to the British Residents’ Association of
Switzerland, at Our Lady of Faith English
Language [Roman] Catholic Mission in
Lausanne.
This is one of those cases for the Inspector
Clouseau types who plague the Fatima
priests (Fr  Gruner and Fr Kramer) about
incardination, since nobody seems to know
if and where Fr Gilhooley is incardinated Continued on p.14

Scandal in Scotland - Joining up the Dots: Anonymity, Cowardice & Credibility… Continued from p.12
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There is a curious anomaly about Cardinal
Keith Patrick O’Brien. Here is a man who
defended the notorious radio-priest Fr
‘Andy’ Monaghan when he effectively
condoned fornication, abortion and
divorce on his phone-in radio programme,
and yet now that he is a Cardinal, he is
forever grabbing the headlines by
complaining about the self-same things!
Iain Colquhoun: A Surprise Appointment: the
rise and rise of Cardinal K.P. O’Brien, Issue
No. 52, November, 2008

Ed: “effectively”?

During his Open Line programme on 28/29
October, 2000, Fr Monaghan received a call
from Peggy whose husband has Motor
Neurone disease. “I’ve got a man in my life”
she tells Fr Monaghan, adding that, although
her husband accepts the situation and has
even asked the boyfriend to look after her,
family and friends won’t accept it”. Peggy
explains that her family and friends say she
is “sinning and committing adultery”. Father
replies: “That’s how they see it?” Adding
“life is not simple.” Fr Monaghan suggests
that she should “stand up, look people in the
eye and say “I’m proud of the love I’m
giving my husband, and proud of the
arrangement I’ve got with my husband.”
Peggy immediately became animated and
repeated over and over again: “Thank you,
Andy, that’s all I wanted to hear. Thank
you…” Extract from article: Fr Monaghan:
be proud of your adultery, Issue No. 11,
December, 2000
Ed: that’s what most sinners want to hear - that
they’re not sinners after all! Especially from a
priest! Yet, Christ said: If you love Me, you will
keep my commandments. (John 15:14)

James, in Edinburgh, I’m sorry that you took
it upon yourself to phone up the people
behind the scenes…I know that you are
extending your abuse to me, and I am glad
you are doing that because I would want to
be abused by someone like you that was so
narrow, so horrible, so turned-up in yourself
- and, ye know - a waste of space and boring
ye are…? Open Line, Radio Forth 2, 13/10/02
Extract from Fr Monaghan’s response to a
critic, quoted in Issue No. 22, November, 02.
Ed: note - mostly, if not always, only “fans”
were permitted  to speak on air while selected
comments were read out by Agony Uncle
“Andy” as in this disgraceful example.

Catholic Truth against him that he is in the
process of leaving the priestly ministry.
(Entire statement published on p.11)

A holiday? Not according to the response
we received when we decided to check out
the official explanation for his departure.
Here’s the reply from the Chancery, Arch-
diocese of St Andrews & Edinburgh to our
enquiry about the Canon’s whereabouts.
Dated 8/4/13, the Chancery email reads:
Monaghan is still out of ministry, pend-
ing investigations by the authorities.
Now, this priest should have been re-
moved from the airwaves years ago follow-
ing the Vatican investigation into his
disgraceful counter-Gospel ministry on Ra-
dio Forth and Radio Tay, but Archbishop
(later Cardinal) O’Brien point-blank refused
to do so, despite the appalling anti-Catholic
ethos and downright immoral advice which
he publicly promoted on his show. His rude
response to James (see column 3) was
matched only by his crude response to
Jenny’s “wee bit of fun” - specifically asking
him what kind of women he likes (apology
for the crudity to come), that is, “am I a
boob man or a leg man; and do I like bare
flesh in women… which female pop-star to
I fantasize about?”11

Do the dots join up, then, to include Canon
Monaghan in the CAA group? (Cowardly
Anonymous  Accusers) - or not?
Not so sure. He’s under investigation, as
we now know, but, for what?
So, why did I even think of Canon Mona-
ghan, almost a contemporary of Cardinal
O’Brien, as possibly belonging to this nasty
anonymous group? Simple. As we often
say about our negligent bishops, there has
to be some reason why they are not teach-
ing the Faith, not doing their duty as  Bish-
ops to quell dissenters like (but not
exclusively) Gilhooley and Monaghan.
The link - we now sadly see in the case of
Cardinal O’Brien (with promises of more
episcopal scandals to come) is impurity,
in the case of Monaghan, whether it be the
above decidedly UNfunny “bit of fun”, his
advocacy of “gay” rights or his benign toler-
ation of three-in-a bed sessions for both
men and women12 the clues are there:
whatever the reason for the launch of an
investigation into the life and times of Can-
on Monaghan, the one thing the investiga-
tors will not find is a deeply Catholic soul.
Does that mean he is likely to be one of the
accusers? Have we joined the dots correct-
ly  or are we simply being dotty ourselves?
Time will tell…
And finally… The first complainant alleged
an assault in the Vatican on the day
Cardinal O'Brien was made a cardinal. He
is living outside Scotland, having taken
temporary leave from the church. He was
given leave of absence from the Diocese
of Aberdeen and is understood to be in
a relationship with an Anglican
churchman.13

For some time now, our Aberdeen readers

have expressed concerns about Fr Gerry
Livingstone, one of the priests who featured
in our 2007 (very limited) exposé of  the
extent of homosexual influence within the
Church in Scotland14 Like Canon
Monaghan, he, too, disappeared from the
diocesan scene without explanation. It’ll
soon be easier to find Lord Lucan than a
Scottish priest - or  Cardinal O’Brien for that
matter. Talk about disappearing into thin
air…   However, in one of their reports, The
Herald did mention that in 2011 Bishop
Gilbert (Aberdeen) had sent one of his
priests  on leave of absence “a priest (now)
at the centre” of the O’Brien scandal
because he had been found to have
“overspent parish funds by a six figure
sum”.15

Whether or not Fr Gerry Livingstone is in
the frame for any of this, of course, we don’t
know. What we do know is that he actively
participated in Anglican services in All
Saints Anglican church Twickenham during
Holy Week. The available photos may be
viewed online at the link below. He’s the
one holding the book for the vicar…
http://www.flickr.com/photos/allsaintstwickenham/8611474748/in/set-
72157633140164667/

Who says watching Miss Marple doesn’t
pay off? Or have I been watching too much
Inspector Clouseau? If you think I’ve joined
up the wrong dots, write to say so - contact
details on page 8.

Footnotes
1 Priest who claimed Catholic Church in Scotland has
covered up gay sexual bullying fears he made be stripped of
priesthood
http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/priest-who-
claimed-catholic-church-1794513
2 Winning in firing line of Catholic group. Newsletter
accuses Scottish church of open rebellion against Rome,
The Herald, 16/11/00
3 Confessions of Priest Who Went to Roam: Edinburgh
Evening News, 6/10/06
4 Winning in firing line of Catholic group. Newsletter
accuses Scottish church of open rebellion against Rome,
The Herald, 16/11/00
5 Confessions of Priest Who Went to Roam: Edinburgh
Evening News, 6/10/06
6 ibid
7 ibid
8 Rumour has it that some priests in the Archdiocese of St
Andrew’s & Edinburgh objected to suggestions that Fr
Gilhooley may be permitted to work in the archdiocese again,
but, as regular readers know, we do not deal in rumours. The
facts, we always find, speak for themselves. He’s back,
working as a priest.
9 Email from Archdiocese of St Andrew’s & Edinburgh,
8/4/13
10 Cardinal was in physical relationship with accuser, Herald
Scotland, 21/3/13
11 Fr Monaghan on Radio Forth being Crude & Rude, Issue
No. 22, November, 2002
12 Fr Monaghan frequently announced the helpline for “gay”
rights organisations and his advice to Karen, who called in
worried in case the Inland Revenue found out about her
part-time work providing “three-in-a-bed sessions for both
men and women” was to get down to the Citizens Advice
Bureau right away to “work through the practicalities with
them” is recorded in Catholic Truth, Issue No. 7, April, 2000.
13 Cardinal was in physical relationship with accuser, Herald
Scotland, 21/3/13
14 We reported that Fr Gerry Livingstone, Diocese of
Aberdeen, had attended the celebration of a Civil Partnership,
and that one of the partners, Andy Ross, stayed overnight in
the presbytery on Monday nights after drama rehearsals.
When our researcher phoned Fr Livingstone for his comment,
he slammed down the phone, announcing “I don’t TALK to
Catholic Truth.” Issue No. 43, January, 2007.
He did, however, talk to The Times when they launched a
nasty personal attack on the editor of Catholic Truth under
the misleading headline: Catholic ‘witch-hunt’ to expose gay
clergy, The Times, 18/6/07.  See if I care…
15 O’Brien sex complaint priest faced cash probe: ‘Scandal
hushed up to protect the church’, The Herald, 23/03/13.
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At seven o’clock in the evening on
August 18, 1996, Fr. Alejandro Pezet
was saying Holy Mass at a Catholic
church in the commercial center of
Buenos Aires.

As he was finishing distributing Holy
Communion, a woman came up to tell
him that she had found a discarded
host on a candleholder at the back of
the church.

On going to the spot indicated, Fr.
Alejandro saw the defiled Host. Since
he was unable to consume it, he
placed it in a container of water and
put it away in the tabernacle of the
chapel of the Blessed Sacrament.

On Monday, August 26, upon opening
the tabernacle, he saw to his
amazement that the Host had turned
into a bloody substance. He informed
Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio (Ed: now Pope
Francis) who gave instructions that the
Host be professionally photographed.

The photos were taken on 6th

September  They clearly show that the
Host, which had become a fragment of
bloodied flesh, had grown significantly
in size.

For several years the Host remained
in the tabernacle, the whole affair
being kept a strict secret. Since the
Host suffered no visible
decomposition, Cardinal Bergoglio
decided to have it scientifically
analyzed.

On October 5, 1999, in the presence
of the Cardinal’s representatives, Dr.
Castanon took a sample of the bloody
fragment and sent it to New York for
analysis. Since he did not wish to
prejudice the study, he purposely did
not inform the team of scientists of its
provenance.

One of these scientists was Dr.
Frederic Zugiba, the well-known
cardiologist and forensic pathologist.
He determined that the analyzed
substance was real flesh and blood
containing human DNA. Zugiba
testified that, “the analyzed material is
a fragment of the heart muscle found
in the wall of the left ventricle close to
the valves.

Eucharistic Miracle in Argentina…
The Pope & The Heart of The Lord

This muscle is responsible for the
contraction of the heart. It should be
borne in mind that the left cardiac
ventricle pumps blood to all parts of the
body. The heart muscle is in an
inflammatory condition and contains a
large number of white blood cells.

This indicates that the heart was alive
at the time the sample was taken.

It is my contention that the heart was
alive, since white blood cells die
outside a living organism. They require
a living organism to sustain them.
Thus, their presence indicates that the
heart was alive when the sample was
taken. What is more, these white blood
cells had penetrated the tissue, which
further indicates that the heart had
been under severe stress, as if the
owner had been beaten severely about
the chest.”1

Footnotes
1 http://www.creativeminorityreport.com/2013/03/miracle-
pope-heart-of-lord.html and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded
&v=qbg_dhI4XCs

Note: we have certain reservations about Dr
Zugiba because he claims that Sr Lucia told him
the Consecration of Russia had been carried out.
Dr Zugiba widely publicised his meeting with Sr
Lucia and what she allegedly said. However,
since the account of the apparent Eucharistic
miracle involves our new pontiff, and since Dr
Zugiba is not the only scientist involved in
analysing the material, and since the scientists
were not told the origin and nature of the
material, we believe this to be a credible
scientific verification of what appears to be an
impressive Eucharistic miracle.

G l a s g o w
Liturgical Abuse

Update…
A number of readers have complained that
their parish priests are now advertising for
“Eucharistic Ministers”. Note: they insist on
referring to the “Extraordinary Form” and
not the Traditional Latin Mass, insisting
that this description comes from the Pope.
When we point out that the same
(‘extraordinary’!)  word also comes from
the Pope to describe lay people giving out
Holy Communion in emergency
conditions, they say nothing. Doesn’t stop
them advertising for (decidedly NON-
emergency) “Eucharistic Ministers” in their
parish bulletins: here’s one of several
blatant breaches of the rules that have
been brought to our attention recently:
We have recently bought additional
chalices for the distribution of Holy
Communion under both kinds whenever
possible. At the liturgy meeting which was
held soon after Fr Hill arrived in the parish
the decision was made to give serious
thought to making Communion under both
kinds a very regular feature in the parish.
We will do this on Holy Thursday evening
and at the Easter Vigil, but at the 10 am
Mass on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
of Holy Week we will begin the process of
trying to work out how best to do this. Extra
Eucharistic Ministers will be required at the
10 am Mass that week. Look out for more
details! Parish Newsletter, St Matthew’s
Bishopbriggs, Palm Sunday, 24/3/13

(The 2004 Instruction), Redemptionis
Sacramentum displaces ambiguities of Eucharistic
practice and "is directed toward such a conformity
of our own
understanding with
that of Christ, as
expressed in the
words and the rites
of the Liturgy" (5).
Not infrequently,
essential lack of
Eucharistic
awareness is
revealed when, for
want of formation,
commissioned extraordinary ministers make
reference to "giving out the wine." This very
terminology suggests that, as part of their proper
training, the dogmatic principle of Trent was not
absorbed. Some might have heard about
"substance" and "accidents" within the contexts of
the religious education of yesteryear, but might
have been encouraged to think that the Church had,
somehow, moved on … The slightest danger of the
sacred species being profaned is to be avoided…
Doctrinal Formation and Communion Under
Both Kinds, undated, Vatican website

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=qbg_dhI4XCs 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=qbg_dhI4XCs 
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Pope Francis - Flawed Humility?
While it is, perhaps, a
little early to assess
the Pontificate of
Pope Francis in any
great depth, I think it
is fair to state that the
signs so far are less
than encouraging for
Traditional Catholics.
Anyone who has
viewed the YouTube
video of Cardinal Bergoglio’s 2011
concelebrated Archdiocesan children’s
Mass in Buenos Aires would have to
admit that what took place at that event
was more carnival than Calvary. Add
to this the Cardinal’s bowing to receive
the blessing of a Protestant pastor
during one of those ecumenical
atrocities of maximum cringe value and
it is difficult to see how the grace of the
Pontifical office, unless on the
miraculous scale of the raising of
Lazarus, can make of Pope Francis a
Successor of St. Peter who will enrich
the Church by his orthodoxy and
fidelity to Sacred Tradition.

With praise for the conclave’s choice
of this Latin American Pontiff pouring
in from such as Cardinal Roger
Mahoney and Hans Kung, we have
every reason to fear that the liberal old
guard everywhere will be dusting down
the altar lava lamps and airing those
liturgical multi-coloured ‘tank top and
jeans’ sets in anticipation of a re-run of
the disco 70s. Kumbaya may be set
this time to go platinum!

While I do not believe that Papa
Bergoglio will act directly to sabotage
or otherwise suppress Summorum
Pontificum, at least not in the way he
is reported to have done when in
charge in Buenos Aires, I can foresee
an undermining of the liturgical
restoration efforts of Pope Benedict
XVI by way of a return to the
nonchalant attitude of Popes Paul VI
and John Paul II in regard to how the
Novus Ordo is celebrated at parish
level, a return to the “we must be
relevant” liturgical creations of Fr. Cool
and his commune.

This nightmare scenario appeared
ever more likely on Maundy Thursday
when the Pope celebrated the Mass of
the Last Supper at a young offender’s
institution in Rome, during which he
departed from the Gospel account of
Our Lord’s washing of the feet of the

Apostles to include two women in his
chosen 12, one of them a Muslim.
It was a monstrous innovation, the
latest in a series of actions and
statements by Pope Francis that casts
serious doubt on the authenticity of his
reputed humility. For how could that
virtue, authentically practiced, as in the
life of the seraphic saint whose name
he bears, tend to the detriment of the
Faith and the humiliation of the
Church?

referent” and “sick” from a
“theological narcissism,” a Church
which “believes she has her own
light,” a “worldly Church that lives
within herself, of herself, for
herself,” which “gives way to that
very great evil which is spiritual
worldliness.”

The key to understanding the terrifying
proposition that Cardinal Bergoglio is
here presenting lies in his subsequent
quoting of Henri de Lubac S.J. as
co-prosecutor with himself of this latter
image of the Church. “According to de
Lubac,” he says, “this spiritual
worldliness is the greatest evil that can
befall the Church.”
Having since incorporated into his
sermons theological expressions used
by Hans Urs von Balthasar, co-
luminary with de Lubac of that so-
called “New Theology” which St. Pius
X condemned as ‘Modernism – the
Synthesis of all Heresies,’ it doesn’t
take a rocket scientist to work out the
agenda.

In a nutshell, it seems that Cardinal
Bergoglio, now Pope Francis, intends
to supplant the Church of Divine
Institution and Authority with the de
Lubac and von Balthasar vision of an
existential Church of contemporary
thought and experience.

How true, then, was the assessment
of James Larson in Christian Order in
2006, who wrote:

“What has attracted so many to von
Balthasar is that he appears to be
promoting a new incarnation of Christ’s
love in this world, in juxtaposition to a
supposed rigid traditionalism which
stifles love with rigid truth.”

It is generally accepted that Pope Pius
XII wrote Humani Generis in response
to de Lubac’s errors, which were
shared also by von Balthasar. Both
men were placed on the Holy Office list
of those suspected of heresy under
Pius. Tragically, it would appear that
Pope Francis is rather an avid disciple
of these dangerous men, an admirer
of their false doctrines.

This is particularly true in respect to
their disdain for the scholastic
philosophy and theology of St. Thomas
Aquinas and their respective
abhorrence of ecclesiastical authority
and the trappings of the sacred offices
of the Church.

Martin Blackshaw

Assuming good will on the part of His
Holiness, which we are bound in
charity to do, there is only one logical
explanation for his flawed humility. It is
that his concept of the Church and the
Faith is also fundamentally and
dangerously flawed. I now hope to
demonstrate by the Pope’s own words
and actions what I mean by this.

Prior to the conclave, every Cardinal
gave a short speech before his brother
Cardinals on how he envisaged the
Church in the modern world and how
he would address current problems in
a way that would aid evangelisation.
The content of Cardinal Bergoglio’s
speech is particularly noteworthy.
He presents two juxtaposed images of
the Church, one good and one bad,
which he declares “must give light to
the possible changes and reforms
which must be made.”

The first image is of the good Church
“coming out of herself” to evangelise
“at the existential peripheries: those
of the mystery of sin, of pain, of
injustice, of ignorance, of doing
without religion, of thought and of
all misery.”

The alternative image is of the bad
Church which has become “self-

Is it likely that
the authentic

virtue of
humility could

damage the
Church?

Continued on p.17
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Perhaps we have here the explanation
of why Pope Francis broke with
Tradition by refusing the red Mozetta
and jewelled Pectoral Cross worn by
newly-elected Popes, why he stood to
greet the Cardinals following his
election rather than receiving them
while seated on the Pontifical throne,
why he did likewise when receiving
representatives of the non-Catholic
and non-Christian religions; choosing
to meet them on equal terms seated in
an armchair, why he refers to himself
more as “Bishop of Rome” than Vicar
of Christ, and why he is the first Pope
in 1700 years to reject the red shoes
of the Fisherman, a symbol of
martyrdom.

The following excerpt from Pope St.
Pius X’s Encyclical against Modernism
and the Modernist adds further weight
to the tragedy which appears to be
unfolding under this Pope:

Their general direction for the
Church is as follows: that the
ecclesiastical authority, since its
end is entirely spiritual, should strip
itself of that external pomp which
adorns it in the eyes of the public.
In this, they forget that while religion
is for the soul, it is not exclusively
for the soul, and that the honor paid
to authority is reflected back on
Christ who instituted it.

If this isn’t terrifying enough, then let us
pay heed to the following excerpt from
Pope Francis’ “Urbi et Orbi” address of
Easter Sunday:

“...This same love for which the Son
of God became man and followed
the way of humility and self-giving
to the very end, down to hell - to the
abyss of separation from God...”

Now let us compare these words of the
Pope with James Larson’s scholarly
exposition of the error of von Balthasar
in relation to Our Saviour’s Passion
and Death, bearing in mind that, for von
Balthasar, Hell meant the Hell of the
damned, not that part of Hell which is
called the Limbo of the Just.

Here’s what Mr. Larson quotes from
von Balthasar, followed by his own
summation in the last three paragraphs:
“In a section titled “The Heightened
Paradox”, in his book Truth is
Symphonic: Aspects of Christian
Pluralism (pp.38-40), von Balthasar
writes:

Pope Francis - Flawed Humility? Continued from p.16

Now the final word [concerning the
meaning and effectiveness of the
Incarnation] is not revelation and
precept but participation, communio.
And that in turn, beyond word and
deed, implies suffering. It means
occupying the place of total and
universal closedness, that is, God-
forsakenness. God’s Word in Jesus
Christ wishes to die with us in this
God-forsakenness and descend
with us into eternal banishment
from God.
Luther’s dictum, that at this point
revelation “latet sub contrario” (lies
hidden in its opposite) is not too strong,
provided it means no more than it
formally says. Jesus is in fact the Lord
who empties himself, taking the form
of a slave. He is the Son, defined by
his ultimate intimacy with the Father,
but he dies in complete
estrangement.
…We must note, however, that in the
formula latet sub contrario both
aspects (the attribute and its
opposite, the proposition and what
contradicts it) have the same
subject.
…on the Cross itself, he [Christ]
experiences this forsakenness so
deeply, for the sake of sinners, that he
no longer feels or knows anything
of the Father’s presence. His
relationship with the Father is
indestructible, he says, ‘My God’ – but
this God is hidden sub contrario.
Indeed, the very profundity of his
forsakenness is the sign of him who so
profoundly conceals himself. Since the
subject, God’s Son – in this case
identical with his abiding connaturality
with the Father-God – holds on so
tenaciously through the contrary
modes of experience, it is
superfluous to go against all the
evidence of the text and ascribe
particular attributes of his first state
(that is, the beatific vision of the
Father) to him in his second state.
His forsakenness affects his entire
relationship with the Father.

All this is a denial of the very essence
of Christianity – a denial of the
hypostatic union, and the absolutely
central Christian dogma that the
human soul of Jesus is united with the
Nature of God in the One Divine
Person Jesus Christ. The human soul
of Jesus uninterruptedly possessed
the beatific vision throughout His
conception, birth, life, and death. St.
Thomas writes:

On the contrary, Damascene says
(De Fide Orthod. iii): Christ’s Godhead
permitted His flesh to do and to suffer
what was proper to it. In like fashion,
since it belonged to Christ’s soul,
inasmuch as it was blessed, to enjoy
fruition [the beatific vision], His
Passion did not impede fruition.” [ST,
III, Q.46, A.8]

Uninterrupted possession of the
beatific vision is, in other words,
absolutely integral to the doctrine of
the hypostatic union. To say that Christ
died in “God-forsakenness”, “eternal
banishment from God”, “complete
estrangement”, and “universal
closedness” does not express
“paradox”, but rather total self-
contradiction and heresy…”

Now I would go so far as to ask if Pope
Francis isn’t attempting to split Our
Lord in another way by replacing the
Church of the Risen Christ, King of
kings and Lord of lords, endowed with
Divine authority to teach and sanctify
the nations by means of a fixed and
determined doctrine, infallible dogmas
and the deposit of Faith, exemplified
by the pomp and splendor proper to
the Church of the glorious Christ, with
an alternative that has its basis in
Christ the poor carpenter of Nazareth,
and that in such a way as to obscure
the Divinity of Christ by over-emphasis
on the Humanity of Christ.

It’s a troubling proposition but one
which chimes with the school of
thought of de Lubac and von
Balthasar, the latter having written to
this effect a little booklet entitled
“Razing the Bastions,” in which the
Church of defined dogma, Catechesis
and the Traditional Liturgy is presented
as “a hollow shell.”

Sign of Hope
Pope Francis is to

consecrate his
pontificate to

Our Lady of Fatima

Continued on p.18
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Pope Francis - Flawed Humility? Continued from p.17

If there is any hope for the immediate
future, it lies in Pope Francis’ devotion
to the Blessed Virgin.

The fact  that he is  to   consecrate his
pontificate to Our Lady of Fatima on
13th May is very heartening.
It is also possible that he may yet make
that consecration of Russia to her
Immaculate Heart, as she requested at
Fatima. If he does, then we can be
secure in the knowledge that Our Lady
will open his understanding so that he
can see all these Modernist errors for
what they are, i.e., “a diabolical
disorientation.”
In the meantime, we can but lament
with St. Paul: There will come a time
when they will not endure sound
doctrine but, according to their own
desires, will heap to themselves
teachers having itching ears: And
will indeed turn away their hearing
from the truth, but will be turned
unto fables. (2 Timothy 4:3).

That time is now!

it is for the sake
of their children
as there is no
alternative. Is it
possible to
compromise and
still keep the true
faith? Attending
Mass is not like
making a choice
about  what we
wear, or what food to eat. The Mass
sustains the supernatural life of the world,
and is the greatest prayer this side of
heaven. How can that be replaced by the
novus ordo service which even Pope
Benedict XVI described as ‘banal’1 and
which was designed by Archbishop Bugnini
with influence from six Protestant
ministers2. Is it not the lack of supernatural
grace flowing through a Church, the body
of Christ, which is haemorrhaging that is
causing people to compromise and accept
the banal babble? Our Lord taught the
parable about the Samaritan. This is the
story of a dying man being ignored by the
Pharisee, the Levite but not the stranger
who was an “outsider”. Is Christ’s body
dying now, His Church, with “outcasts” to
take care of it and nurse it back to health –
that is, the SSPX?

The Orkney monks have been incardinated
into the Aberdeen Diocese but they have
admitted to having been in a schismatic
state previously. (Ed: this was never the case.
Pope Benedict made that very clear when he
declared null the episcopal excommunications
imposed by Pope John Paul II). This decree is
on the Stronsay monks’ website.
http://papastronsay.blogspot.co.uk/2012/08/decree-of-
erection.html

So the faith by which they were ordained
and their formation which came from the
SSPX bishops was therefore pronounced
schismatic while the Modernist influence in
the Church which has caused a
catastrophic loss of faith is OK!

Where is the next generation of good
Catholics coming from?

Successive local bishops have disregarded
the Pope's instructions in the Moto Poprio
and refused to allow the celebration of the
Traditional Mass. After the Bishop of
Aberdeen visited Shetland the priest even
warned the congregation against attending
a Mass said by an SSPX priest.

How can we expect young people to keep
the faith when they are receiving mixed
messages from those in authority?

Margaret Pattinson

There are many occasions in life when we
have to compromise or find a pragmatic
solution to an everyday problem in order to
keep the peace or provide for our families,
but can we be pragmatic when it comes to
matters of faith and how we practice our
faith?

The holy saints and martyrs of the early
Church and the reformation period have
shown us that we cannot use the ways of
the world when faced with supernatural
matters of faith and the Mass. By the grace
of God, they were aware that the service
of the reformation church was not from God
so they made a stand for this belief by not
attending Luther's service for the sake of
convenience.

The early martyrs, saints and the
reformation martyrs show us that they

would rather suffer mockery, separation
from friends and family, severe torture, and
even death rather than compromise their
faith by attending the new Lutheran service;
similarly today there are many parents who
refuse to attend the new Mass or allow their
children to be influenced by modern
catechists.

They refuse to accept modern practices or
join in inter-religious services which are
contrary to Church teaching unlike those
who accept what is on offer in order to keep
in with social mores.

They believe in the Christ who asked them
to forsake everything and follow him and
with this faith in the true Mass and the
sacraments are able withstand the
pressures to conform.

Is this supernatural strength lacking in the
Church of the novus ordo Mass, where
most people tolerate the pantomime which
all too often passes as a Mass? (Ed: this is
not to say that the new Mass per se is invalid – but
is an acknowledgement of the multifarious liturgical
abuses which may render a particular Mass invalid).

In the present climate of general
disobedience in the Church and
protestantising of the liturgy and rites, some
people have left family, friends, comfortable
homes and safe employment and moved
to a small island in the more unworldly
environment of the Orkneys in order to
practice their faith under the guidance of
well-formed priests dedicated to teaching
the true faith and offering the true rite of the
Mass and sacraments handed down from
the apostles. These folk wanted to detach
themselves from dioceses which offered
only the novus ordo Mass and woolly
catechesis.. They cherished the faith of our
fathers which the Orkney monks lived and
taught to their small community, although
these monks were attached to the Society
of St Pius X (SSPX) and therefore in an
irregular situation. Unfortunately when the
Superior decided to regularise their
situation independently of the Society, their
congregation of monks and parish
disintegrated and the little flock dispersed.
Rather like the faithful in the Church at
large, they were now scattered without a
shepherd. Sadly after the decision to
regularise 90% of their monks left the
monastery including 3 priests, with one
monk remaining from the original group.
Surely this in itself is an indication that there
must have been something wrong at the
heart of this small congregation.

The Catholics at the reformation did not
want a new Lutheran service. They were
steadfast in their faith and not afraid to
stand up for what is right in the eyes of God.
They stood firm against the pressures of
their family and friends. They believed in
the Christ who said that to follow Him they
must take up their cross daily. They had
the strength through the Mass and the
sacraments to resist pressures from
society.

Today, some people compromise by
attending the novus ordo Mass as they say

Keeping the Faith
of our Fathers in

the Diocese of
Aberdeen

Margaret Pattinson

Margaret Pattinson is  an experienced home-
schooler and parish catechist. She is a
dedicated pro-life activist. Margaret lives
with her husband and family in Aberdeen in
the north-east of Scotland .

Footnotes
1 Cardinal Ratzinger: Preface in the French edition of The
Reform of the Roman Liturgy by Mgr Klaus Gamber.
2 Raymond Taouk: A Catholic Analysis of the New Mass
http://www.catholicapologetics.info/modernproblems/newmass/newm
ess.htm
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 Papal Infallibility…
And its limitations

by Robert J. Siscoe

Papal Infallibility was defined as a
dogma of the Faith, in the year 1870,
during the First Vatican Council. While
most people have heard of this dogma,
few understand its true meaning and
limitations. It is not uncommon to find
non-Catholics who believe the dogma
extends to the moral actions of a pope,
in such a way, that he is said to be
incapable of sin (impeccability).
Most Catholics realize that the scope
of infallibility is limited to papal
teachings on matters of faith and
morals, but they often err by extending
it beyond its boundaries. (They)
understand infallibility as if it were a
habitual active charism that prevents a
pope from erring when he speaks on
the subject of faith or morals. This
misunderstanding on the part of
Catholics in recent decades has
resulted in two opposite errors.
On the one hand, we have those who
erroneously believe that whatever a
pope says, regardless of how novel it
is and how far it deviates from
Tradition, must be accepted as an
infallible truth, since “the pope is
infallible”. On the other hand, there are
some who see apparent errors in the
documents of Vatican II and believe
that Papal Infallibility would prevent a
true pope from ratifying such
documents. In both cases, the error is
a result of extending Papal Infallibility
beyond the limits determined by the
Church.
Before proceeding, it should be noted
that the purpose of this article is not to
assert that Catholics are only bound to
accept what has been infallibly defined
by a pope or ecumenical council. The
late Msgr. Joseph Clifford Fenton
referred to this error, which was
condemned by Pius IX 1, as minimism.
Catholics must give assent to all that
the Church teaches, either by virtue of
a solemn pronouncement or by the
teaching of the ordinary and universal
Magisterium. Yet at the same time,
Catholics are not bound to give assent
to novelties and apparent errors, even
if such novelties or apparent errors
come from a pope who is not
exercising his infallibility. In the chaos
that has followed the Second Vatican
Council, it is necessary that the faithful
have a correct understanding (of)

Papal Infallibility, as well as its
limitations, lest the understandably
confused or scandalized Catholic be
led into error in one direction or the
other.
The Charism:
Infallibility is a negative charism (gratia
gratis data) that prevents the possibility
of error. It is not to be confused with
inspiration, which is a positive divine
influence that moves and controls a
human agent in what he says or writes;
nor is it to be confused with Revelation,
which is the communication of some
truth by God through means which are
beyond the ordinary course of nature.
Infallibility pertains to the safeguarding
and explanation of truths already
revealed by God. Since infallibility is
only a negative charism, it does not
inspire a pope to teach what is true or
even defend revealed truths, nor does
it “make the pope’s will the ultimate
standard of truth and goodness”2, but
simply prevents him from teaching
error under certain limited conditions.
During an address given at the First
Vatican Council, Bishop Grasser, who
was referred to as “the most prominent
theologian at the Council”, said the
following:
In no sense is pontifical infallibility
absolute, because absolute infallibility
belongs to God alone, Who is the first
and essential truth and Who is never
able to deceive or be deceived. All
other infallibility, as communicated for
a specific purpose, has its limits and its
conditions under which it is considered
to be present. The same is valid in
reference to the infallibility of the
Roman Pontiff. For this infallibility is
bound by certain limits and
conditions...
The conditions for Papal Infallibility
were subsequently defined by the First
Vatican Council as follows:
We teach and define as a divinely
revealed dogma that when the Roman
pontiff speaks ex cathedra, that is,
when, in the exercise of his office as
shepherd and teacher of all
Christians, in virtue of his supreme
apostolic authority, he defines a
doctrine concerning faith or morals
to be held by the whole Church, he
possesses, by the divine assistance

“Peter has no need of

our lies or flattery.

Those who blindly

and indiscriminately

defend every decision

of the Supreme

Pontiff are the very

ones who do most to

undermine

the authority of the

Holy See

- they destroy instead

of strengthening its

foundations”

Melchior Cano,
Theologian of the
Council of Trent

Quoted widely including in George
Weigel, Witness To Hope: The

Biography of Pope John Paul II,
London, 2005, p. 15.
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promised to him in blessed Peter, that
infallibility which the divine Redeemer
willed his Church to enjoy in defining
doctrine concerning faith or morals.
Here we see that the divine assistance
is present only when a pope, (a) using
his supreme apostolic authority (b)
defines a doctrine, (c) concerning faith
and morals, (d) to be held by the
universal Church. If any of these
conditions are lacking, infallibility is not
engaged and error is possible.
The Scope and Object
The scope of papal infallibility is the
same as any other organ of infallibility
of the Church (such as an ecumenical
council): it is limited to doctrinal
definitions or final definitive statements
concerning faith or morals.
Theologians distinguish between
primary and secondary objects of
infallibility. The primary object consists
of the truths that have been formally
revealed by God, being contained
within the two sources of revelation,
namely, Scripture and Tradition, and
extends to both positive and negative
decisions of a definitive nature.
Positive decisions include such things
as dogmatic decrees of a council, ex
cathedra statements from a pope, and
official creeds of the Church. Negative
decisions consist of “the determination
and rejection of such errors as are
opposed to the teaching of Revelation”3

The secondary object of infallibility
includes those matters which, although
not formally revealed, are connected
with and intimately related to the
revealed deposit, such as theological
conclusions (inferences deduced from
two premises, one of which is revealed
and the other verified by reason) and
dogmatic facts (contingent historical
facts). These are so closely related to
revealed truths that they are said to be
virtually contained within the revealed
deposit. With varying degrees of
certitude, theologians also list universal
disciplines and the canonizations of
saints within this category. Secondary
objects “come within the purview of
infallibility, not by their very nature, but
rather by reason of the revealed truth
to which they are annexed. As a result,
infallibility embraces them only
secondarily. It follows that when the
Church passes judgment on matters of
this sort, it is infallible only insofar as
they are connected with revelation”. 4

It is de fide that the Church speaks
infallibly when issuing a definitive and
binding declaration on revealed truths
(the primary object); but before the

First Vatican Council could rule with
certainty on whether or not the Church
can make an infallible pronouncement
on secondary objects, the Council was
halted, by the Franco-Prussian War
and the subsequent invasion of Rome,
and never reconvened. Thus, the
teaching that the Church can rule
infallibly on secondary objects is not de
fide (of the faith), but only considered
Sententia certa (theologically certain) 5

To conclude this point, infallibility
applies to doctrines concerning faith
and morals that have been revealed by
God (de fide), and matters that are
intimately related to the revealed
deposit (Sententia certa).
Universally Binding Definitions:
The next condition for Papal Infallibility
is the clear intent to define a doctrine
to be held by the whole Church. If a
pope merely teaches a doctrine, yet
does not intend to issue a definitive
decision, this condition is not satisfied,
and therefore error is possible. One
example of a pope teaching error is
John XXII (d. 1334), who taught that
the souls of the faithful departed would
only possess the Beatific Vision after
the Last Judgment. He taught this error
in a book published prior to his election,
and also taught it publicly after being
elected pope. The following account is
taken from the Catholic Encyclopedia:
In the last years of John's pontificate
there arose a dogmatic conflict about
the Beatific Vision, which was brought
on by himself…. Before his elevation
to the Holy See, he had written a work
on this question, in which he stated that
the souls of the blessed departed do
not see God until after the Last
Judgment. After becoming pope, he
advanced the same teaching in his
sermons. In this he met with strong
opposition, many theologians, who
adhered to the usual opinion that the
blessed departed did see God before
the Resurrection of the Body and the
Last Judgment, even calling his view
heretical. A great commotion was
aroused in the University of Paris when
the General of the Minorites and a
Dominican tried to disseminate there
the pope's view. … Before his death he
withdrew his former opinion, and
declared his belief that souls separated
from their bodies enjoyed in heaven the
Beatific Vision.
After the death of John XXII, his
successor, Pope Benedict XII, defined
infallibly that the souls of the faithful
departed, after being purified in
purgatory when necessary, do indeed

Papal Infallibility… And its limitations  Continued from p.19

“Just as it is licit to resist

the Pontiff who attacks

the body, so also is it licit

to resist him who attacks

souls or destroys the civil
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him by not doing what he
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the execution of his will.

It is not licit, however, to

judge him, to punish

him, or to depose him,

for these are acts proper

to a superior.”

St Robert Bellarmine,
Doctor of the Church

De Romano Pontifice. II.29.
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possess the Beatific Vision prior to the
Last Judgment.6 This example proves
without question that a pope can err
when he teaches a doctrine without
the intent of giving a definitive
decision.
There is no specific formula necessary
for an ex cathedra statement, nor is
any type of solemnity required. What
is necessary is the clear intention of
giving a definitive and universally
binding decision. This condition of
infallibility applies to the pope whether
acting alone, or within the context of
an ecumenical council. What this
means is that it is within the realm of
possibility for a papal encyclical, or a
document issued by a general council
of the Church that has been ratified by
a pope, to contain error, as long as the
error in question is not within a
doctrinal definition. Infallibility does not
necessarily cover an entire document,
but only the specific definitions, or
definitive decisions, contained within
it. The following is taken from the
pre-Vatican II manual of dogmatic
theology, by Msgr. Van Noort:
The Church's rulers are infallible not
in any and every exercise of their
teaching power; but only when, using
all the fullness of their authority, they
clearly intend to bind everyone to
absolute assent or, as common
parlance puts it, when they ‘define’
something in matters pertaining to the
Christian religion. That is why all
theologians distinguish in the dogmatic
decrees of the councils or of the popes
between those things set forth therein
by way of definition and those used
simply by way of illustration or
argumentation. For the intention of
binding all affects only the definition…
And if in some particular instances the
intention of giving a definitive decision
were not made sufficiently clear, then
no one would be held by virtue of such
definitions, to give the assent of faith:
a doubtful law is no law at all. 7

Notice that even within dogmatic
decrees issued by a council or pope,
only the definitions contained within
them are protected by infallibility.
Furthermore, it is necessary that the
intention of giving a definitive decision
be made sufficiently clear. Applying
this to Vatican II, which was “merely a
pastoral council” that “defined no
dogma at all”, as Cardinal Ratzinger
admitted8, it is clear that if any of the
documents contain error, it would not
be contrary to the infallibility of the
Church as a whole, nor to Papal
Infallibility specifically, since infallibility

as such only applies to definitions and
definitive decisions.
Since Vatican II specifically avoided
defining any doctrines, the only
teachings of Vatican II that would be
protected by infallibility are those that
were defined prior to the Council, as
Bishop Butler of England admitted two
years after the close of Vatican II. He
wrote “not all teachings emanating
from a pope or Ecumenical Council are
infallible. There is no single proposition
of Vatican II - except where it is citing
previous infallible definitions - which is
in itself infallible." 9

In the current crisis shaking the
Church, we must consider, not merely
what is normal, or what is to be
expected, but what is possible. What
could God in His justice permit, as a
punishment for sin, without
contradicting a dogma or violating any
of His promises? That is what Catholics
must consider while attempting to
navigate through the post-Conciliar
wasteland.
Supreme Apostolic Authority:
The final condition necessary for Papal
Infallibility is that the pope teach using
his supreme apostolic authority. Two
things are to be considered regarding
this condition: (a) The pope must be
acting in his official capacity as pope;
and (b) he must be using his supreme
authority at its maximum power.
Regarding the first point, Msgr. Van
Noort explains:
[I]f the pope speaks merely as a private
individual, or as a private theologian,
or as a temporal sovereign, or precisely
as ordinary of the diocese of Rome, or
precisely as metropolitan of the
province of Rome, he should not be
looked on as acting infallibly. … What
is required for an infallible declaration,
therefore, is that the pope be acting
precisely as pope; that is, as the
supreme shepherd and teacher of all
Christians so that his decision looks to
the universal Church and is given for
the sake of the universal Church.10

With respect to the second point,
namely, using his authority to its
maximum power, the same pre-Vatican
II dogmatic manual teaches the
following:
A man who acts in an official capacity
does not always make use of his full
power, of the whole weight of the
authority which he possesses by his
very position. … Thus the pope, even
acting as pope, can teach the universal
Church without making use of his

If anyone says that the

authority of the pope in

the Church is so full that
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whim, let him be

anathema.

Proposed by
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of Savannah: he was told
that the Church Fathers

did not come
to hear buffooneries.
C. Butler, The Vatican Council

(London, 1930), II, 80)
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supreme authority at its maximum
power. Now the Vatican Council
defined merely this point: the pope is
infallible if he uses his doctrinal
authority at its maximum power, by
handing down a binding and definitive
decision: such a decision, for
example, by which he quite clearly
intends to bind all Catholics to an
absolutely firm and irrevocable
assent.11

So even if a pope, acting as pope,
teaches or praises a particular
doctrine, or recommends that it alone
be taught in Catholic schools, this, in
and of itself, would not be considered
an infallible decree, unless there was
a clear intent to hand down a
definitive decision.
Conclusion:
In order for a teaching to be protected
by infallibility, each and every
condition must be satisfied. If a single
one is lacking, infallibility is not
engaged. In our day, when there is
so much doctrinal confusion coming
from those in authority, it is essential
to realize that the charism of
infallibility, as such, is limited to
doctrinal definitions or definitive
decisions. Just as it is possible for a
pope to err when he is not defining a
doctrine, for the same reason it is
possible for a general council to err
when it does not intend to issue a
dogmatic definition – and this applies
especially to Vatican II, the only
council in the history of the Church
that, as Cardinal Ratzinger admitted,
“defined no dogma at all, and
deliberately chose to remain on a
modest level, as a merely pastoral
council".12 If it is determined that the
documents of Vatican II contain
errors, it will not be a violation of the
infallibility of the Church, since “the
merely pastoral council” specifically
“avoided issuing solemn dogmatic
definitions backed by the Church's
infallible teaching authority”13, as
Paul VI himself admitted.

We will close with the following from
the dogmatic manual of Msgr. Van
Noort:
The Church surely makes no mistakes
when it determines the force and
extent of its infallibility, for the greatest
harm would result if the Church, by
stretching infallibility beyond its limits,
could force everyone to give
unqualified assent to a matter about
which it is liable to be mistaken. 14
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Footnotes
1 Syllabus, #22
2 Van Noort, Dogmatic Theology (DT), pg 290,
published in 1959
3 Fundamental of Catholic Dogma, pg 299
4 Van Noort, D. T. pg 110
5 According to Van Noort canonization of saints is only
considered a “common opinion” (Ibid. pg 117)
6 Benedictus Deus
7 Van Noort, D. T. Pg 104
8 “The truth is that this particular Council defined no dogma
at all, and deliberately chose to remain on a modest level, as
a merely pastoral council." (Cardinal Ratzinger, Address to
Chilean Bishops, July 13, 1988)
9 The Tablet, 11/26/1967
10 Van Noort, D. T. Pg. 292
11 ibid, pg 293
12 Cardinal Ratzinger, Address to the Chilean Bishops.
13 Paul VI, General Audience, 1/12/1966
14 Van Noort, D. T. pg 112

Thou art Peter

and upon this rock
I will build My

Church…

(Matt 16:18)

True
Compassion

Vice Vs
Virtue

It is noteworthy that, while (some)
Bishops rightly issued strong
statements about the damage to the
institution of marriage which would
result if same-sex marriage were
legalised, they have remained silent
about cohabitation. Like everyone
else, Catholics now routinely cohabit
before marriage if, that is, they bother
to marry at all. And this, without the
excuse that there is any impediment
to marry.

The following extract from an article
published in Family Friend1 offers
food for thought about what it means
to show compassion towards sinners,
whether they are, perhaps, co-
habiting or drinking to excess - or
indulging in any other sin…

Helping Vice is not Compassion

While everything must be done to
help sinners, this cannot include
helping them sin or remain in vice.
Given human frailty, a sinner
deserves pity and compassion.
However, vice and sin must be
excluded from this compassion
because sin can never the the proper
object of compassion. When a
misguided pity leads to supplying the
sinner with the means to remain
attached to his vice, his assistance,
be it material or ‘moral’, actually helps
keep the sinner chained to his evil
ways. Such action helps the vice, not
the person. Despite good intentions,
the action is harmful, for true
compassion leads a sinner away from
vice and back to virtue.

Footnotes
1‘Compassion must be guided by Reason not sentiment’:
Family Friend, For families, by families, March 2013,
Holy Family Apostolate Trust, 22 Milton Road East,
Edinburgh, EH15 2NJ - Tel: 0131.669.1434 : Email
holyfamilyapostolate@gmail.com

Continued column 2
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Dear Reader ...
From the editor...

What future the Catholic Church in
Scotland?

Well, the signs are not good. I’ve had some
puzzled looks when suggesting that the
current crisis in the Church in Scotland
stems from the lack of Catholic Faith
through to outright apostasy among the
Scottish Bishops. Folk wonder how I can
possibly know that: It’s not, after all, exactly
the stuff of divine revelation, is it? Signed:
“Puzzled, Auchtermuchty.”

Well, it is actually.  Remember the warning
from Our Lord that the world would hate
His followers as it had hated Him? That’s
one clue.

“Puzzled” from dear old Auchtermuchty
can’t understand this either, since we read
in Genesis that God made the world, and
was pleased with His creation. In fact, what
God describes in Genesis as “very good”
are all the things He has made in the world
- light, sun, moon, stars, the firmament, the
waters, the earth, green herbs, fruit trees,
etc.

But, there’s a bit more to “the world” than
the beautiful sea, sky and sun-soaked
beaches down the Ayrshire coast. Well,
even a Scot can dream, surely?

Traditionally, Catholics were taught to
understand “the world” in another sense.
Indeed, up until the day and the hour when
our hitherto contented and spiritually fruitful
nuns heard about the plight of the
materially poor in the world, Religious
would speak about withdrawing (fleeing
even) from the world to pray and work for
the salvation of souls, usually, of course,
providing practical material assistance
along the way. Religious Orders ran
Catholic schools, hospitals, orphanages
etc. and all went fairly smoothly until Big
Sister Lamentia discovered her right to a
fashion makeover and a virtue-free
lifestyle.

Before Oprah Winfrey and Jeremy Kyle
came along, then, Catholics understood the
Church’s warnings about “the world” as
meaning the temptations of the devil -
however well they may be disguised in
people, ideas, ambition and humanism.

Don’t take my word for its. Listen to, among
other great saints and Doctors of the
Church, St Paul: Put you on the armour of
God…For our wrestling is not against flesh
and blood but against principalities and
powers, against the rulers of the world of
this darkness, against the spirits of
wickedness in the high places…Stand,
therefore, having your loins girt about with
truth and having on the breastplate of
justice. (Ephesians 6:12-14)

Something else that we’ve been saying for
years is that bishops who tolerate a

This is the

victory
which

overcomes

the world…

…our

faith!

(1 John 4)

dissolute priesthood, permit dissent by
the truck-load, and generally fail to
safeguard the Faith, are more likely
than not to have something seriously
wrong in their own personal lives
which helps to explain their neglect.
Cardinal O’Brien’s disgrace is one
piece of the jigsaw that points to a
hierarchy of men with weak faith,
who are very likely apostates - that
is, they have abandoned belief in
God altogether. And before you scream “no
way!”  let’s examine a second clue.

Christ not only warned us about the need
to battle “the world”, that is, the devil and
his alluring temptations, but He told us how
to beat them. Our victory, He taught, is
rooted in our Faith. If we cultivate our Faith,
we will overcome our worldly self. This is
the victory which overcomes the
world…our faith! (1 John 4)

This applies to each and every one of us
from the humblest lay person to the most
exalted prince and pontiff. The simple
existence of “faith” in the world won’t right
the wrongs, the injustices in the world as
some mistakenly believe - it means that, if
we live as true Catholic believers we will
overcome the inclination towards evil in
ourselves. Christ made it very clear that we
cannot live double-lives, pretending to be
people of faith while indulging in un-
repented  immoral behaviour: If you love
Me, you will keep my commandments. (John
14:15)

The warnings from Scripture, then, are
clear: if we wish to save our souls, we must
live our Catholic Faith honestly. Paying
lip-service to doctrine and morals while
either openly opposing the truths of the
Faith, facilitating dissent from them or living
in a manner that is a counter-witness to
Christ’s teaching, is about as wise as
opening an RBS bank account.

Cardinal O’Brien’s own dissent is well
documented, not least in the specially
extended (to include matters from which he
had publicly dissented in the past) public
profession of faith required of him by the
Vatican, as a condition of receiving the red
hat. I further state that I accept and intend
to defend the law on ecclesiastical celibacy
as it is proposed by the Magisterium of the
Catholic Church; I accept and promise to
defend the ecclesiastical teaching about
the immorality of the homosexual act; I
accept and promise to promulgate always
and everywhere what the Church's
Magisterium teaches on contraception. So
help me God and these Holy Scriptures
which I touch with my hand. St Mary’s
Cathedral, Edinburgh, 7/10/02

The Cardinal’s scandalous flouting of the
above Profession was blatant and fairly
frequent, yet no newspaper reporter or
TV/radio interviewer ever asked him to
explain why he felt free to ignore the sacred
promise he’d made, publicly, in his own
cathedral.
In the days before the allegations against
him were published he’d attacked priestly

celibacy yet again during an interview on
BBC television news, 22/02/13. Needless
to say, the interviewer made no mention of
Cardinal O’Brien’s shocking apparent
disregard for his solemn promise to uphold
celibacy, “so help me God and these
sacred scriptures which I touch with my
hand.”  Is this a man who believes in God?
Is this a man who believes that the Sacred
Scriptures are the inspired and infallible
word of God? I doubt it. What do you think?

We’ve already had two major  episcopal
scandals in Scotland in recent years,
notably Bishop Roddy Wright, Argyll & the
Isles whose affairs with, at least, two
women rocked the Catholic community in
1996. And now we are suffering a
homosexual scandal involving Cardinal
O’Brien and a number of his priests.
Whether or not the allegation against yet
another Scottish Bishop levelled by
Motherwell parish priest, Father Matthew
Despard1 proves to be true; whether
rumours that have come to us over the
years about other Bishops finish up as
tabloid headlines, is a moot point. The fact
is, it’s not sin or sexual weakness that
cannot be tolerated within the Church -
that’s why we have Confession: it’s the
toleration of heresy and apostasy that
threaten the future of the Catholic Church
in Scotland.
For the Church in Scotland to recover, the
Bishops need to do something concrete:
we call on them to begin by banning
offensive journals like The Tablet and Open
House which continue to be sold in Catholic
outlets. The Bishops simply can’t go on
promoting publications which undermine
the Faith and then blame  secularism for
the apostasy and immorality within the
Church. It’s their job to protect doctrine and
to discipline dissenters. And if they refuse
to protect the Faith - what then? Is the
Church in Scotland finished? To hear
answers to this key question, come along
to our conference on 8th June. This is one
trip to Celtic Park - we promise you - that
will be a winner!
Footnote
1 In Crisis in the Priesthood, his self-published book
(available only on Kindle), Fr Matthew Despard accuses a
Scots Bishop of being an active homosexual. To date, as far
as we can ascertain, the Bishop concerned has not issued any
statement about Fr Despard’s allegation. Since this is now
in the public domain, we do not feel the need to name this
Bishop, but prefer to wait for his public statement on the
matter. Certainly, were there no foundation to the allegation,
we would have expected a prompt and forceful denial, if only
to prevent further scandal to clergy and lay faithful alike.


